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Automated Meter Interface
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Distributed Generation
Distributed Energy Resources
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Distribution System Operator
Energy Storage System
Electric System Operator
Grid To Vehicle
Information and Communication Technology
Ministero dello Sviluppo Economico
National Institute for Standards and Technologies
Original Equipment Manufacturer
Open Services Gateway Initiative
(fully) Electrical Vehicle
Plugin Hybrid Electric Vehicle
Phasor Measurement Unit
Public Private Partnership
Photovoltaics
Quality of Service
Research and Development
Renewable Energy Sources
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Strategic Energy Technology
Smart Meter
Small and Medium Enterprise
Transmission and Distribution
Transmission System Operator
Technical Virtual Power Plant
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
Vehicle To Grid
Virtual Load Plant
Virtual Power Plant
Virtual Power System
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Foreword
Mankind is confronted with a serious challenge: How shall we continuously supply 7 billion people
with save and affordable energy? Joint international efforts are necessary to make best use of
our resources – whether the integration of renewable energy sources or the optimisation of the
existing infrastructure for energy supply is concerned. The rich endogenous renewable energy
sources such as hydropower, solar and wind, wood and other biomass offer special opportunities
for the Alpine Space.
After three years of diligent work, the AlpEnergy project comes to its end. Twelve partners in
France, Germany, Italy, Slovenia and Switzerland set out to contribute viable solutions to a sustainable power supply. They developed and implemented the concept of Virtual Power Systems
to allow for an intelligent balancing of power generation and consumption. Such concepts allow
for a better handling of intermittent energy sources on a local level and for making best use of the
existing power grids.
As the leaders of the AlpEnergy partnership, we want to express our deep respect for all of our
partners. They have been pioneers and they have succeeded in overcoming multiple organisational and technological hurdles. Together, they developed this guideline to give an insight into
their work processes and results. It is designed to help a broad range of public and entrepreneurial stakeholders in the field of energy supply to understand the principles they have used to implement new methods for managing a “smart energy system”. Further in depth information is
available in form of technical, market and scientific studies on the project website
www.AlpEnergy.net.
On behalf of the entire partnership, let us say “thank you” to all funding institutions on European,
national and regional level. Their support has allowed us to develop good examples for sustainable energy supply in the Alpine Space. We hope that all followers will have the courage and spirit
to modernise their energy systems, instigating a long-term change in energy supply.
The unique Alpine ecosystem and all its residents will benefit from it!

Michael Lucke, AÜW
Lead Partner

Ludwig Karg, B.A.U.M.
Managing Partner
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Our energy supply system is about to change. Fossil energy resources are running out and the
confidence in the security of nuclear power is shrinking in many societies. Furthermore, the prices
for energy appear to be ever increasing and the limited access to energy can become a threat for
welfare and peace. Joint international efforts searching for sustainable solutions to make optimised use of our resources are required – whether they focus on the integration of renewable
sources of energy or the optimisation of the existing infrastructure for energy supply.
As a matter of fact, the increase in electricity costs is about to further deepening existing territorial
discrepancies in the Alpine Space. However, the rich endogenous renewable energy sources
such as hydropower, solar and wind energy, wood and other biomass offer an opportunity to
overcome this problem. They can contribute to clean and climate-friendly local power production
and provide business chances even in remote locations. But opportunity to use them is limited by
weak electricity grids in these areas which have not been designed for this and thus are incapable of integrating high levels of remote power generation.
Partners in France, Germany, Italy, Slovenia and Switzerland set out to contribute viable solutions to those challenges. In the years 2008 to 2011, they cooperated in the project “AlpEnergy Virtual Power Systems as an Instrument to Promote Transnational Cooperation and Sustainable
Energy Supply in the Alpine Space” under the European Territorial Cooperation Programme “Alpine Space” (ETC-ASP) 2007-2013. This guideline summarizes the results of the project and
helps to convey them to decision makers and practitioners of a future sustainable energy system
with specific respect to the needs and potentials of the Alpine Space.

1.1

Challenges and Constraints

The need to limit climate change implies that global greenhouse gas emissions must be quickly
and significantly reduced, including a quick and strong reduction of CO2-emissions from fossil
electric power plants. Most energy efficiency and saving measures and some renewable energy
technologies (e.g. wind power) are already competitive with the more expensive unconventional
fossil energy and the others are expected to be cost-effective and competitive soon. In order to
generate a sustainable energy system, applying energy efficiency and saving measures as well
as a shift towards renewable energy sources are the only options and must be implemented during the next decades at the latest.
Renewable energy sources with a large potential, e. g. solar and wind energy generate electricity
in an intermittent manner. A part of these plants will not be located close to the consumers. Instead the plants will be settled in less densely populated areas with little electricity consumption
including offshore sites. This situation requires the repowering of the power transmission system
and the development of new storage and transport systems such as batteries or the gas grid.
Moreover, electricity will be provided by a large number of distributed PV and wind power plants
as well as small combined heat and power stations. This situation challenges the existing electric9
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ity distribution system, which is designed to provide electricity generated by a relatively small
number of central power plants most of which operate a rather constant output power and are
situated on the transmission grid and close to the main centres of electricity consumption.

1.2

Virtual Power Systems

The concept of managing distributed intermittent power generation and consumption in general is
often referred to by the term Smart Grids. This concept aims towards efficiently integrating the
behaviour and actions of all participants connected to it — generators, consumers and those that
do both — in order to ensure an economically efficient, sustainable power system with low losses
and high quality and security of supply and safety.
Various attempts to better manage the entire power distribution system try to adopt patterns
known from nature where the principle of systems of systems prevails. An example is a tree with
its branches, twigs, leafs and cells. On every level, these elements take care of their energy and
material balances. AlpEnergy set out to develop and test a concept that balances power generation and consumption in subsets of the entire system. To that end, the consortium of energy and
ICT as well as regional development and marketing experts described a new concept of managing the power systems. Such Virtual Power Systems (VPS) extend the known concept of Virtual
Power Plants (VPP) and add similar methods on the consumption side. With Demand Side Management, the VPS controls the so called Virtual Load Plant (VLP) and tries to balance both sides
of the scale.
In a very early phase of the project, the AlpEnergy consortium published a White Book to describe the Virtual Power System (VPS) concept. In that publication, a VPS is defined as a system
that integrates, manages and controls distributed energy generators and storage capacities and
links their technical operation to the demand of consumers and the energy market. While the definition does not restrict the VPS concept to renewable energies, the pilot projects put a lot of emphasis on the incorporation of resources such as biogas, PV and wind. In the sense of a VPP,
they have been balanced against each other and further power sources such as hydropower or
gas driven CHPs. Furthermore, using latest ICT and storage technologies, the demand side, i. e.
private homes, enterprise and public facilities, were urged to adapt to the availability of power
from the VPP.

1.3

Opportunities and benefits

While the energy and climate situation induces considerable stress and threats to decision makers in regional authorities and enterprises, new technologies offer vast opportunities for local value added and sustainable business cases. First of all, keeping an as big as possible part of the
value chain on local level increases income and welfare in the region. With rich endogenous and
renewable energy resources, the Alpine Space should be able to benefit from this principle at
large. Deploying the VPS concept offers benefits to a huge part of the regional society:


Grid operators and utilities can save costs of grid maintenance and extension. They can expand the market for electricity towards heat pumps and electric vehicles. And they can better
serve a liberalized market and bind their customers.
10
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New service providers could play a role for the development, set-up and operation of VPS at
several levels. They can provide prognoses for generation and consumption and actively
manage flexibilities of private, municipal and business consumers.



Established and new electricity producers can gain better margins by aggregating and selling
their power “just in time” on a liberal market or contributing to grid stabilization with other electric means. This is important since existing guaranteed feed-in-tariffs will be cancelled altogether at some point.



VPSs require new software and hardware components, thus creating vast opportunities for
innovative researchers, developers and suppliers in the Alpine Space.



Electricity consumers will benefit as well. If they are prepared to adapt their consumption to
the situation in the systems, they can benefit directly from dynamic tariffs and bonus systems.
If they want to become “prosumers”, i. e. produce power themselves and sell and buy on the
energy market, regional VPS can open up new opportunities for them.



After all, public authorities are the beneficiaries of the VPS concept. Not only are they enabled
to reduce the energy costs for their own facilities, they can benefit even more by promoting
and applying VPS and thereby improving their location factor and serving for continuous welfare in the regional society.

1.4

AlpEnergy project

AlpEnergy aimed at the analysis and the modelling, the design and development, the demonstration and test, and the evaluation and transfer of Virtual Power Systems (VPS) in six distinct areas
of the Alpine Space: the Allgäu region in Bavaria (Germany), the Autonomous Region Aosta (Italy), the Province Belluno (Italy), the Belledonne chain area in the region Rhône-Alpes (France),
the region of Gorenjske (Slovenia) and the City of Mantova in the Lombardia region (Italy).
For detailled information on the pilot projects in these regions see the case studies published in a
separate document on the AlpEnergy website (www.AlpEnergy.net).

11
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Allgäuer Überlandwerk, Public Power Utility Allgäu Ltd.
Allgäu GmbH
Autonomous Region of Aosta Valley
B.A.U.M. Consult GmbH
Consorzio BIM Piave Belluno
Elektro Gorenjska, distributor of electrical energy
Grenoble Institute of Technology
Province of Mantova
Regional Agency for Energy and Environment in Rhonealp Region
Regional Development Agency of Gorenjska / Business support centre d.o.o.
Technical Foundation of the University of Milano
University of Lugano, ALaRI - Advanced Learning and Research Institute
Source: AlpEnergy

Fig. 1

AlpEnergy Partnership
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The objectives of the AlpEnergy project were:







To capitalise existing potentials for electricity production from endogenous renewable resources and for demand management in existing economic sectors;
to provide new knowledge-based income and business opportunities for farmers and traditional as well as innovative enterprises;
to contribute towards security of affordable electricity supply in the Alpine Space, thus,
supporting the competitiveness of Alpine enterprises in general;
to provide a basis for new electricity supply concepts optimizing the number of electricity
grid lines in and their impact on the landscape and enabling a cleaner electricity generation, thus reducing its global and local environmental impact;
to enhance worldwide business opportunities for Alpine enterprises and to contribute to
growth, employment and sustainable development by making the Alpine Space a showcase for sustainable electricity supply with a strong role-model-character for other mountainous areas in the world.

These objectives reflect the motivations of the AlpEnergy project partners for investigating Virtual
Power System (VPS) and Virtual Power Plants (VPP) in the light of their specific situations and
views.
This guideline presents the summed up results and lessons learned by all project partners. More
detailed studies can be obtained from the project website www.alpenergy.net. Amongst those
are:







VPS Masterplans for each pilot region
Implementation studies for all regions
Cooperation plans for joint implementation of prototypes, transnational sharing of
technologies and experience exchange paper on standards and interoperability
Financial and organisational models and long-term business plans for VPS field
introduction
Study of the European and world-wide situation plus meta-VPSs feasibility
(joint transnational marketing of renewable power)
Descriptions of technical and business solutions.
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2 CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
2.1

Overarching challenges

Our energy system has become a subject of debate. Sustainable secure supply on a daily basis
for every consumer is turning into one of the greatest challenges for mankind. How can we satisfy
the growing worldwide demand for energy? How can we acquit ourselves of dangerous energy
production technologies? How can we reduce the emission of greenhouse gases? And how can
we still make optimal use of the existing and well-functioning energy infrastructure?
The EC has set up an ambitious strategic plan for developing low car20-20-20 targets
bon technologies in order to support the so called 20-20-20 targets,
which ask for the reduction of the EU’s primary energy consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions by 20% and an increase of the share in final energy consumption
from renewable sources to 20%, all to be achieved by 2020.
In a global and long term perspective, all energy production will most likely be generated from
renewable resources. The graph in Fig. 2 depicts the situation: Fossil energy will sooner or later
give way for renewable sources of energy. We have ample renewable resources and technologies to exploit them are available as well. However, we are bound to the hope that consumption
actually decreases, that further innovative technologies can be developed or that completely new
sources for energy can be discovered to support the ever increasing consumption. While the
problems in this “triangle of hope” are still decades ahead of us, another related issue appears to
already be pressing: The volatility of renewable energy resources such as wind and the sun.
Since many of the renewable energy facilities will be decentralized, they will affect the operation
of the distribution grids as well as high voltage transmission grids.

Source: Fraunhofer and B.A.U.M.

Fig. 2

Future energy supply
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2.2

Changing paradigms in the energy economy

The existing energy system has to provide for an amount of power generation capacity that is
sufficient for peak demand even in the worst case. This future energy system still has to permit
for a stable supply with electricity, even in times in which the volatile renewable sources for power
generation are not available. Traditional energy management is more or less based on the following assumptions:





Electric energy flows from strong power generators into a high voltage transmission grid
and passes multiple transformation substations until it reaches the consumer in the low
voltage grid.
Power demand cannot be controlled. All power generators together can meet the demand
in any place and anytime.
Electrical power cannot be stored effectively.

But these paradigms are changing. Future power systems will be different:




A large number of decentralized PV and wind power plants will feed in power on the low
voltage levels of the distribution grid.
Consumption can be influenced via demand side management technology, thereby adapting it to the generation of power.
There will be a variety of technically and cost-effectively improved storage opportunities.
Even the batteries of electric vehicles might be used for short term balancing of generation
and load.

Source: E-Energy

Fig. 3

The Internet of Energies: linking all elements of the future energy system
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To manage this future energy system, most recent and innovative information and communication technology (ICT) will be applied to the conventional energy system. As depicted in Fig. 3 all
energy generating plants, grid management devices, storage facilities and appliances in homes
and enterprises will be connected in an “Internet of Energies”. The availability of information on
the current state of the entire energy network combined with knowledge about the demand profiles of single appliances or the generation profile of single RES units will allow the balancing of
power demand and supply by appropriate shifting of customer’s appliances and direct control of
the RES units.
High volume research is being carried out on a national and international level to develop the
models and protocols for an according future system. On a national level, the six model regions
of Germany’s E-Energy program are proving intelligent modules, unique addresses and standardized protocols for communication to be the cornerstones of a completely decentralized, yet functioning system and a range of supporting services to be the prerequisite for an energy management that will no longer be demand-oriented, but can adopt to the new paradigm of “supplyoriented demand”. Other national programs have shown similar results. In late 2011, the EC approved a research project named GRID+ that collects and assesses all results from all projects
which can help to build the Internet of Energies.
A number of key elements for the intelligent energy system of the future already exists:










New ICT based measurement and data communication and analysis technologies for energy consumers (e.g. Smart Meters) and for the power grid (e. g. Phasor Measurement
Units) provide for the prerequisites for a large-scale control of the electricity demand and
supply, thus allowing for a better fitting of the electricity deFuture energy system
mand to a more and more intermittent electricity supply.
becoming reality
Very efficient electric appliances hit the market. They allow
for an overall reduced demand because of their lower need
for electricity and, therefore, contribute to solving the challenges related to climate change
and conventional energy resource depletion. Moreover, modern electric appliances can be
equipped with intelligent interfaces that allow for the integration of the appliances in comprehensive grid or market strategies like demand side management or control.
Central or decentralized energy management platforms paired with energy management
devices of residential and commercial consumers allow for optimized energy consumption
– in volume and time of use.
Renewable energy conversion devices, in particular modern wind power converters, are
increasingly equipped with grid interfaces that allow for the provision of grid services such
as voltage and frequency stabilisation, phase shift (reactive power supply), and the capability to contribute to re-establishing the power supply after an electrical power outage.
New storage technologies are emerging and enable the buffering of at least small amounts
of energy for short periods: Compressed air, flywheels, improved types of batteries such as
new and cheaper lithium-ion batteries, super-capacitors, etc.

17
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The liberalisation of the electricity market in the EU allows for an easier development and implementation of innovative business schemes that would fit with the new technological concepts and
may become drivers for new products, services and market roles in the power industries. Today
we find a clear distinction between power supplier and power consumer. The future will show that
residential and commercial customers will not only fulfil their market role of a consumer. Their
privately owned distributed generation units will generate power,
Innovative models for
which they can offer on the markets of the energy system, if they do
a liberalized market
not require the energy for themselves. They may operate their generators cooperatively in order to form a Virtual Power Plant (see 3.3).
Some consumers will produce flexibility rather than energy: They will adapt their consumption to
the availability of power and sell this “service” to grid operators or to so called aggregators – a
new market function that combines small amounts of power or flexibility into bundles and offers
them on a market. However, to implement such new market models, regulation mechanisms in
the energy market as well as the market mechanisms as such need to be revised. Various projects in Europe have tested the feasibility and have built flexible virtual market places to allow for
such advanced services in the future energy market.

2.3

Future topology of the energy system

The existing power system can be compared to a one way street where few generation and storage plants feed energy into the high voltage grid from where it is distributed down to the individual consumer. In a future system, distributed energy resources (DER) will inject power on all grid
levels and there will be a bidirectional flow in the system. To manage that situation, the entire
system will be smarter in the sense that there will be more information available about the status
of the system and continuous communication will take place between all types of devices in generation, transmission, distribution, storage and consumption (see chap. 3.2).

Source: B.A.U.M.

Fig. 4

Structure of future power system
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As long as just a single DER unit is operated, its capacity does not suffice to participate in market-based activities. This issue can be overcome through the Virtual
Power Plant (VPP) concept: Multiple DER units are connected much
Virtual Power Plants
like multiple blocks in a traditional power plant. The individual generator will be able to gain access and visibility across all the energy markets, and will benefit from VPP market intelligence in order to optimize their position and maximize revenue opportunities. System operation will benefit from optimal use of all available capacity
and increased efficiency of operation. It is largely demonstrated that the fluctuating nature of renewable resources can be modulated integrating multiple power plants, as in the VPP approach.
While in a VPP only some generating devices are controlled simultaMicrogrids and
neously in order to optimally hook onto the grid, the large scale introVirtual Power Systems
duction of distributed generation supports the establishment of regional microgrids aggregating and largely autonomously controlling
their entire supply- and demand-side resources. Interaction with the surrounding distribution network on the one hand and with the connected generators and consumers on the other hand is the
key for the efficient control of such sub-grids. Scattered habitats in the Alpine Space or big business parks may be the perfect locations to implement the concept of microgrids. The VPS concept (as described in chap. 3.4) as elaborated in the AlpEnergy project is very much related to
the microgrid concept.
All nature follows the principle of cellular systems. A tree is made up of leafs (which consist of
cells), twigs and branches. If a leaf or twig or branch dies, the tree itself is not in danger. Some
architects of the future power system have a vision of a cellular energy system. According to this
innovative architecture approach, buildings, city quarters and regions each represent selfsufficient energy systems with generation, storage and consumption devices and an intelligent
control of production and consumption. The systems are interlinked, but in case of a failure in one
system, the other system can disconnect and operate on its own without being influenced. This
architecture is stable in case of disruptions and self-healing in case of unforeseeable outages.
The grid connecting the cells would in that case help to balance and optimise the operation of a
group of cells.

2.4

Managing challenges and opportunities

The current energy grid is passive and consists of uninformative components and predominantly
unidirectional communication. It will evolve into a market-oriented, service-based, and decentralized integrated system that enables the potential for interactive optimization and the creation of
new energy services. This poses multiple challenges to the various stakeholders in the energy
world. Many actors are not familiar with the means and speed of the ICT sector and are sceptical
towards the Internet of Energies. But the future energy system with all its decentralization and
communication should not be perceived as a threat but as a promising chance. There are multiple new opportunities for existing and yet to be developed market roles. Furthermore, overall
benefits for the environment, regional economy and society are to be expected (see chap. 6 for
those issues).
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This chapter gives an overview of the situation which typical market players and decision makers
are facing with respect to the changing energy systems.

Source: ETP Smart Grid Vision Paper

Fig. 5

Challenges for power suppliers

The global challenges lead to an environment in which electric grid operators are increasingly
obliged to handle rising shares of renewable electricity in their grids, including high shares of
electricity from fluctuating sources such as wind and photovoltaic power stations. This complicates the duties of securing electricity supply and the quality of
Challenges and opportunities
electricity in the grid for all consumers at any time for the grid
for electric grid operators
operators. Technically speaking, it complicates the task of
and utilities
bringing electricity purchase and sale of surplus electricity in
pattern with the electricity demand in the grid. This task has different aspects:








Spatial aspect (grid topology): The electric grid needs to be developed in a way that leads
to minimized costs for transport and distribution of electricity, while taking the distributed
location of new electric plants using renewable sources into account.
Time aspect: Electricity needs to be balanced in a way that generation and consumption
meet, while the losses of energy along the generation, transmission and distribution chain
are minimised.
Economic aspect: Bringing electricity generation and demand in pattern at any time and at
any point in the grid implies new and additional measures which increase the costs of grid
operation; these costs are to be minimised.
Business aspect: Schemes of cooperation allowing to balance electricity generation and
demand need to be developed, checked for their economic and legal consistency, and be
set up between grid operators, electricity suppliers and consumers.
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Societal aspect: Awareness of the issues and acceptance for the new technologies and
forms of cooperation need to be created; notably, consumers need to follow a paradigm
change and accept to become active partners of the grid operator.

These aspects imply the following challenges mainly for distribution grid operators:










Handling increasing shares of renewable electricity, including electricity from fluctuating
sources in their grids. This complicates the task of ensuring
secure supply with high quality electricity at any time (time
Challenges for
aspect).
Grid Operators
Handling an increasing number of independent power producers, including small and widely distributed producers in
their grid. This complicates the task of ensuring secure supply with high quality electricity
at any point of the grid (spatial aspect).
Manage the overall cost of electricity (economic aspect).
Handling an increasing number of different contracts with new market actors such as independent power producers, external suppliers of electricity and external purchasers of surplus electricity (business aspect).
Deal with new market actors in the field of power purchase which provide not only electricity, but also new services that go way beyond the traditional sale of power.
Modifying existing relationships with electricity consumers, if these are to become involved
in load management measures or become electricity producers in addition to being consumers, so-called prosumers (societal aspect).

A major challenge which is specific for grid operators with disaggregate grid areas are significant
electricity transmission costs for electricity transfers through connecting grid lines owned by other
grid operators.
New opportunities for grid operators are:








Lower metering costs and better protection against theft of electricity, fraud and non-paid
invoices through intelligent smart metering.
Better sizing and operation of grid infrastructure through new
Opportunities for Grid
possibilities for real-time measurement and control of energy
Operators
and power flow in all parts of the grid, including the low-voltage
grid (optimisation of investments).
Offering of further services to customers that are made possible by smart meters in connection with new communication technologies, e.g. energy management devices and
communication and information services.
Optimization of electricity purchase cost by shifting loads away from times with high purchase price to times with low purchase price.
Operators of grids with a lot of electricity generation can even generate additional income
from sale of surplus electricity available at peak load times, if they succeed in shifting loads
and/ or generation in a way that surplus electricity is available at peak price times. E.g.,
grid operators with many PV installations in their grid could manage to sell surplus electrici21
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ty from PV plants available at noon, if demand is shifted and thereby becomes lower than
the electricity generation from PV plants (situation already occurring in parts of the German
Allgäu region at certain days).
Expand the market for electricity towards heat pumps and electric vehicles which become
increasingly important in a general framework of rising oil prices, thus overbalancing lower
electricity sales that are to be expected as a consequence of energy saving measures.
Proactive use of heat pumps and batteries of electric vehicles as switchable loads and
storage media, thus providing the prerequisites for an active participation in the electricity
market and generation of benefits from optimum timing of electricity purchase and surplus
electricity sale.
Learn about the consumption patterns of consumers and their responsiveness for price
and other incentives.

Virtual Power Plants and Virtual Power Systems will allow for the integration of a larger number of
(intermittent) renewable energy plants in the grid. This enables a larger number of new electricity
producers to enter the market, but established electricity producers can expand their portfolio and
increase the share of renewable energy plants within their production facilities, too.
The challenge for electricity producers is to comply with increasing obligations concerning the quality of the generated
electricity and grid services in addition to the simple provision of
kilowatt-hours. They can meet this challenge by making use of
the latest available technologies.

Challenges and opportunities
for established and new
electricity producers

A broader challenge for electricity producers is to successfully perform on a changing and increasingly complex electricity market. In particular, operators of renewable energy plants in countries with grid feed-in laws will face the challenge to offer increasing shares of the generated electricity on the free market instead of getting a fixed feed-in remuneration. VPS can provide for an
appropriate framework that facilitates the integration of higher shares of renewable electricity into
the free market without subsidies.
Component producers for the Internet of Energies (VPS in speChallenges and opportunities
cial) encompass providers of smart meters and energy manfor producers of smart
agement devices (possibly including home automation), comenergy components
munication and control equipment for electric grids and others,
as well as any producer of electric power supply equipment who integrates appropriate interfaces
in its equipment that allow for communication with other components in the smart system. Challenges these producers face are:





Lack of proven concepts and architectures
Missing communication standards
Unpredictable changes in the legal framework necessary to stimulate investments
Insufficient professional skills with local and regional decision makers resulting in hesitation as to effective participation in the changing energy market
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All these challenges render the market entrance of new producers and the introduction of new
products highly risky. However, the new energy systems provide an attractive business prospect:
Energy management (possibly linked to home automation) and intelligent grid management in the
sense of Smart Grids or VPS are high volume markets and the trend towards a more intelligent
energy system will persist.
New service providers could play a role for the development, set-up and operation of VPS at several levels. The challenges for new service providers or existing service providers changing their
offer to new services are the same or similar to those of producers of equipment for VPS (see
previous sub chapter). The market opportunities for new service providers amongst others comprise:
Challenges and opportunities








for new service providers

Acquisition, analysis and provision of data on electricity
generation and demand, notably in the electricity distribution grid.
Operation of local (possibly virtual) electricity exchange platforms for utilities, independent
producers and consumers with switchable loads for aggregating electricity demand and
generation to bands that can be traded at the European Electricity Exchange.
Provision of communication and information services either linked to the local trade of
electricity or to entirely different contents (like so called Smart Home appliances).
Acquisition and provision of meteorological data and production forecasts for PV and wind
energy plants.
Provision of services related to energy efficiency and maintenance of intelligent production
and consumption equipment.

Balancing the future energy system requires the cooperation of consumers who are ready to shift
their loads in order to ensure a better adaptation of the demand to the possibilities of (cheap and
climate friendly) supply of electricity. This implies more actively involved consumers as partners
in the electricity generation-provision-use chain, who will be better informed about details of their
own electricity consumption pattern. Therefore, new opportunities for consumers such as the following should be offered:
Challenges and opportunities







for electricity consumers

Reduction of electricity consumption, and thus costs, by
improved detection of saving potentials, related either to
the implementation of efficient electric appliances and devices or to changes in consumption patterns.
Wider range of options for optimizing the electricity purchase and – for companies – the
overall business process.
New business cases with respect to load shifting (remuneration of “negawatts”, i. e power
which is not used or not used at a specific point of time).
New business cases with respect to controllable power production from own generators
(PV, CHP, etc.).
Possibility to make use of inherent storage capacities, e.g. cold or heat storage capacity
inherent to the existing facility such as cold rooms, heat storage tanks, etc., for remunerated load shifting.
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Within the current design of the energy system, it is difficult for small consumers and producers of
electricity to act in a market-oriented way. The Internet of Energy will enable them to increasingly
align their behaviour with market requirements. Actors on the future marketplaces for energy will
not only offer traditional electricity tariffs, but will most certainly
additionally offer dynamic tariffs that incentivize flexibility in conLinks between Smart Grids
sumption patterns. Furthermore, other services - such as prognoand smart homes
ses enabling cost-effective market performance or software aiming to increase efficiency in households and businesses by intelligently managing and controlling
the energy-producing and –consuming appliances - will be traded on the new marketplaces. In
this place, Smart Grid solutions and quickly developing ICT-based control systems are intertwined with regards to the areas Smart Home and Smart Factory (see Fig. 6 ).

Source: E-Energy Brochure 2012 (B.A.U.M.)

Fig. 6

More intelligence in grids, homes and markets

The challenge is:



To determine exactly the optimization potentials in the framework of an emerging market
without established references and models, e.g. for electricity purchase contracts.
To provide real time access for independent producers and consumers to information such
as actual prices, availability of power from renewable resources, forecasts etc. and the
possibility to react to such information accordingly (e.g. through automated regulation algorithms).

Public authorities are first of all representing the general public
and their interests should therefore coincide with the latter.
However, public authorities do not only face the global challenges mentioned above. In their specific role, the challenges
they are facing are specific as well. Opposed to that, the oppor24

Challenges and opportunities
for public authorities
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tunities provided by the actual situation with regard to VPS for public authorities consist in the
chance to contribute to a more sustainable energy supply, i.e. meet exactly the general public’s
interest (see chapter 6 for the overall benefits of VPS and the entirely new energy approaches).
Specific challenges for public authorities include:









Define a legal and regulatory framework which ensures that sustainable use is made of
available renewable energy sources and that non-renewable energy sources are used with
maximum efficiency.
Allow emerging new business models that are required for implementing VPS.
Ensure that the liberalization of the electricity market effectively leads to more costeffective electricity supply, a broader competition and the emergence of new market players, while the quality of electricity and sustainability concerns are taken into account.
Find a way to outbalance the legislation concerning gauging and invoicing (it requires that
relevant data on electricity consumption are assessed and stored for invoicing – in the
case of flexible tariffs it may represent a vast amount of data) with the legislation concerning protection of data privacy (it requires that as little data as possible is assessed and
stored).
Support new solutions with appropriate energy governance at local level, based on Public
Private Partnership agreements and the involvement of NGOs, consumers associations,
etc. in the policy models.
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3 SMART ENERGY CONCEPTS
Chapter 3 aims at introducing and explaining terms related to the transition of the energy system
that are most relevant to the AlpEnergy concept. Obviously, optimization and coordination efforts
at all levels of energy systems are required to enable an efficient and intelligent energy management. The discussion and research concerning the transition of the energy system takes place in
many different countries and institutions. As a result, many different concepts and terms denoting
similar, but not exactly the same ideas emerged. The following pages offer a differentiation of e.g.
distributed and renewable energy sources. The term Smart Grid will be introduced from various
points of view and its concept will be elaborated, in order to highlight the difference between
Smart Grid and Virtual Power Systems. Furthermore, the terms Virtual Power Plant and Virtual
Load Plant will be explained separately.

3.1

Distributed and Renewable Energy Resources

Many renowned institutions have published prognoses and masterplans for energy scenarios
until 2050 (see Fig. 7 ) . According to their figures, renewable energy resources will gradually
replace conventional fossil resources, until generation from renewables will account for all electricity generation in 2050. Particularly, the advancement of technologies making use of solar,
wind and hydro power is important as they are to account for 60 to 100 % of the electricity production by 2050. The pie charts in Fig. 8 illustrate prognoses developed by the European Renewable Energy Council on the contribution of individual renewable energy resources to the electricity consumption in the European Union’s member states in 2020, 2030 and 2050.

Source: WBGU / Fraunhofer

Fig. 7

The post-fossil world can become a reality.
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Source: The European Renewable Energy Council. RE‐Thinking 2050. 2010.

Fig. 8

Contribution of RES to electricity consumption in 2020, 2030 and 2050

The technologies that convert naturally, self-replenishing resources into usable energy are known
under the term renewable energy systems (RES). RES generation is not limited to the production
of electricity, it can also produce heat. However, this has not been relevant to the scope of AlpEnergy and this guideline. Another trait of RES is that the individual photovoltaic units or wind
turbines produce much smaller amounts of energy than conventional plants. Therefore, the capacities of many RES-units located throughout whole regions and countries have to be combined
in the future to ensure the supply of electricity. The following table lists all sources of renewable
energy and the RES technologies used to exploit their potentials.

Source: AlpEnergy

Fig. 9

Renewable Energy Sources
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The potentials regarding the capacities of individual renewable resources differ within the member states of the European Union, so that, in order to ensure the entire supply from renewables in
2050, the efficient generation with RES in regions with a high potential of its source and the subsequent successful feed-in into the grid and transmission throughout Europe have to be guaranteed. To clarify the point, the regional potentials of wind, solar and hydro power, which will be the
most important sources of electricity in 2050 according to the prognoses, will be explained.
The potential for hydropower is distributed all over Europe: Norway, France and Italy have comparably high potentials. To this date, hydropower is the RES-form, which is most extensively used
on a global level. About 16% of all electricity consumed worldwide in 2010 was generated via
hydropower. This can be attributed to the fact that hydropower
plants are particularly cost-effective in comparison with other
Hydropower helps overcome
RES and can, therefore, already be operated at a cost-effective
the fossil age
level. However, one has to differentiate the technologies, which
are summed up under the concept of hydropower. Conventional hydropower is generated by turbines or generators, which are driven by water stored by a dam and transported to the turbines
by means of pipes. The more height there is between the source and the water’s outflow, the
more electricity is generated. Two water reservoirs at different heights are needed for a pumped
hydro storage plant. Pumper hydro storage can adapt its generation to high and low consumption
periods. As long as consumption is low and generation high, the unnecessary amount of power is
used to pump water into the higher water reservoir. As soon as consumption increases and more
electricity than currently generated is required, the previously pumped up water is led back into
the lower reservoir, thereby passing a turbine and producing extra electricity. This technology
enables producers of fossil, nuclear and renewable energy to build up capacities and release
them when needed. In an energy system that requires increasing flexibility, pumped hydro storage plays a decisive role. Currently, there are about 170 pumped hydro storage facilities with a
combined capacity of about 45 GW in Europe (half of the capacity derives from facilities in Italy,
Germany, Spain and France), further 50 facilities are either already in construction or actively
planned. But options to build these facilities in the Alpine Space are limited.
Whereas conventional hydropower and pumped hydro power storage represent large-scale RES
plants, run-of-river technology enables relatively small-scale hydropower plants. Of course issues
of nature preservation need to be taken into account. But in general terms such power stations do
not have a significant impact on their environment, as the technology only requires little or even
no water storage. Run-of-the-river hydroelectricity is mostly used in streams and rivers. A relatively small dam leads water into pipes and releases it on turbines, which are then activated.
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Source: www.maps.grida.no

Fig. 10 Hydropower potential in Europe

Other relevant renewable resources in terms of contribution to the energy needs are wind energy
and solar energy.The map in Fig. 11 demonstrates the high potentials for wind energy systems
in north-western Europe. Agricultural and industrial areas are suited for onshore wind facilities,
while the low depth areas of the North Sea, the Baltic Sea, the Atlantic Ocean and some parts of
the Mediterranean Sea can serve as locations for offshore wind parks. In fact, north western European coastal countries such the United Kingdome, the Scandinavian and Baltic countries or
Germany have the necessary wind energy density to expand their onshore and offshore wind
parks.
Fig. 12 illustrates that particularly the Southern European countries that lack substantial wind
energy potentials, are the ones with the highest potentials of solar power. It is, in fact, safe to
conclude that the times during which the individual member states of the EU each separately
organized and operated their centralized energy systems are over, if a supply with a 100% renewables is to be achieved.
Even though, it is important and right to strive for a 100% renewable electricity generation in
2050, it is also important to guarantee a successful transition. The liberalization efforts for the
European energy market during the last 20 years have proved to be rather difficult, as the organization of the member states’ energy systems remains a sensitive topic. It will not be easy to make
the changes necessary for the energy system of the future. However, a successful and efficient
transition has to take place. The old centralized power plants utilizing fossil fuels will disappear,
but technologies such as CHP make highly efficient use of fossil fuels and can be operated decentrally like RES. They could help to gain experiences on decentrally organized energy systems
and ensure a successful transition of the energy system.
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Source: ESPON, ReRisk, 2010

Fig. 11 Wind power potential in Europe

It is, in fact, helpful to introduce the term distributed generation (DG) as opposed to RES. There
are a variety of other terms denoting the same thing as DG. The terms decentralized generation,
dispersed generation or on-site generation each refer to systems generating electricity and heat.
Usually these systems supply electricity consumption taking place close to their location. They
are usually connected to the distribution grid and are operated by independent suppliers or
prosumers. The quantity of their capacity is disputed. Some definitions argue that DG units each
generate a maximum of 50 MW, other include generation up to 300 MW into the DG-definition.
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Source: www.maps.grida.no

Fig. 12 Photovoltaic solar power potential in Europe

Looking at these characteristics, one can conclude that most
RES can be subsumed under the term DG, the obvious excepDistributed renewable energies
tions being e.g. large-scale hydro power or wind energy parks.
But the term DG is wider and also includes the aforementioned
highly efficient transition technologies that utilize fossil fuels such as natural gas or petroleum
fuels for electricity production.
Another term, distributed energy resources (DER), has the same characteristics as DG, but comprises even more technologies. DER denotes distributed electricity generation as well as electricity storage near to or at the load centre. The potentials deriving from technologies subsumed under DER are, in fact, the highest. They combine the capacities deriving from renewable sources
and highly efficient use of fossil fuels and enhance their capabilities by including long-term and
short-term storage options.
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DER

„Distributed Energy Resources denote distributed electricity generation
as well as electricity storage near to or at the actual load centre.“

Storage
Short Term:
- Fly Wheels
- Batteries
- Electrochemical
Capacitators
- SMES
Long Term:
- Compressed Air
- Hydro Storage
- Stationary
- Flow Batteries

DG
- Conventional Gas
Turbine
- Gas Engine
- Micro Turbine
- Sterling Engine
- Low Temperature Fuel
Cell
- High Temperature Fuel
Cell

RES
- Micro Hydro
- Small Hydro
- Wind Turbine
- Biomass System
- Photovoltaic Cells
- Concentrated Solar Power
(CSP)
- Geothermal Systems
- Wave and Tidal Systems

- Large-Scale Hydro
- Off-Shore Windparks
- Large CSP-Plants
- Co-combustion in
Conventional Power
Plants

Source: B.A.U.M. Consult 2011.

Fig. 13 Overview: Concepts incorporated in the DER term

In current research and demonstration projects, such as AlpEnergy, the use of this definition ensures a testing of a wide range of technologies that can be applied and access to the largest energy potentials. The decentralized character of these technologies furthermore perfectly suits the
Alpine space with its scattered habitats and different landscape shapes. Smart in the Alpine
space could even be defined as searching for options making the best out of decentralized circumstances, scattered villages and – accordingly – energy systems. Another advantage of the
DER definition lies in its variety. This variety creates a greater security of supply. Many different
sources of energy and technologies provide for the electricity generation of the future.
Especially with regard to the situation in Alps, it is important to keep the downsides of DERs in
mind as well. If we can find solutions for the individual problems, solutions for the entire energy
systems of the Alpine regions’ scattered habitats are close, too. The major difficulty lies within the
fact that the power grid must operate in a way that enables a real-time balance of generation and
load, thereby guaranteeing quality of the delivered power (i.e. voltage, frequency etc).
The existing power system is mostly load-driven, meaning that it operates mostly by controlling
generation to match load at any particular time. But the load-driven strategy becomes increasingly difficult with DER’s introduction due to their low reliability and predictability and the difficulty to
schedule them. Sometimes, there may be a surplus of energy from high generation on a particularly sunny or windy day that just blows out unused or – even worse- overloads the distribution
grid. Sometimes the generation from DERs cannot nearly cover the demand. One solution for this
problem is the introduction of more conventional generation sources to be used in peak hours,
while another solution lies in the introduction of Demand Side Management. DSM renders loads
controllable and schedulable from a distance so that they can be adapted to production capabilities. That way, instead of shaping production on consumption needs, energy peaks could be
shaped by scheduling consumption. For sure, the solutions to the energy challenges require a
smart mix of these technologies.
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3.2

Smart Grids
Smart Grid Definitions

The term Smart Grid describes the solution to the challenges arriving from an ever increasing use of distributed, renewable and innovative low carbon-technologies
(see chapter 2). The term is widely used. Therefore, it
is important to define what exactly the Smart Grid is.
This, however, turns out to be a rather difficult task as
the definitions and approaches to the topic are numerous and still under development.
All definitions highlight the importance of the inclusion
of ICT into the energy systems. There is also a general
agreement that Smart Grids, through ICT, convert the
one-way into a bidirectional communication infrastructure and lay the foundations for a stable energy supply.
But they differ on what actors in the energy systems
should be linked together and, therefore, become
smart. There are some institutions that restrict the
Smart Grid to the actual grid meaning that they – above
everything else - aim for a smart distribution of energy.
There are disputes in how far the customers are to be
integrated into the Smart Grid. Should they become
informed and active participants in the energy system
ICT as a key enabler
for smart energy
or should the smart meters
installed in their basements
merely serve to render timely and precise information
to the grid operators, so that they can adjust their operations and processes accordingly? Some sources focus on an upgrade to the existing electricity network,
others talk about the entire energy system.
The approach supported by the authors of this guideline could be described as holistic. A Smart Grid is an
intelligent energy system encompassing supply,
transport, storage and demand in various forms. It is
not just an “intelligent network”. The illustration in Fig.
14 emphasizes that the power grid as such plus the
intelligent homes and factories are linked on the basis
of an integrated underlying ICT infrastructure. In that
sense, the Smart Grid encompasses all devices, linking
the individual components – smart generation and storage, smart transmission networks, smart distribution
34

Smart Grids could be described as an
upgraded electricity network to which
two-way digital communication between
supplier and consumer, intelligent metering and monitoring systems have
been added.
EC Communication COM(2011) 202
final
Smart Grids are electricity networks that
can efficiently integrate the behaviour
and actions of all users connected to it
— generators, consumers and those
that do both — in order to ensure an
economically efficient, sustainable power system with low losses and high quality and security of supply and safety.
European Smart Grid
Task Force (February 2011)
The term “Smart Grid” comprises the
networking and control of intelligent
generators, storage facilities, loads and
network operating equipment in power
transmission and distribution networks
with the aid of information and communication technology. The objective is to
ensure sustainable and environmentally
sound power supply by means of transparent, energy- and cost-efficient, safe
and reliable system operation.”
The German Roadmap
E-Energy/Smart Grid, DKE
A Smart Grid incorporates information
and communication technology into
every aspect of electricity generation,
delivery and consumption. It takes acquired data and turns it into information
which can then be used to support decisions leading to effective responses.
EPRI 2010
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networks, smart buildings, smart mobility – electrically and electronically together. While the intelligent new market platforms are not a part of the Smart Grid, they still are required to manage the
future smart energy system in a liberal market-oriented manner.

Source: B.A.U.M. Consult 2011.

Fig. 14 Smart Grid, Smart Home and Smart Market:
linking grid operation, generation and demand with new market places

But what does the connection between these parts entail? First of all, one has to clearly differentiate between a Smart Grid and Smart Metering. Although, the discussions about Smart Grid and
its components have been going on for several years now, the terms are falsely applied or even
understood to be synonyms. A smart meter merely is an electrical meter that records consumption of electric energy in given intervals and communicates that information at least daily back to
the utility for monitoring and billing purposes. In fact, the smart meter is a device located in the
smart building and thereby, is a part of the Smart Grid itself. The data obtained from the meter
can, as mentioned before, be used to create more transparent, informative and accurate bills each month that enable the
Integrated ICT for grid,
customer to become a better informed and active member of
object and market
the energy system. The data can also be used in order to feed
prognosis tools that enable the utilities or the grid operators to be better prepared for the load
peaks and valleys that are likely to occur in a grid. Finally, the utility company can also apply the
meter data to develop innovative tariff products and services that suit the individual consumption
of the customers.
However, the Smart Grid entails much more than smart meters, new tariffs and improved prognoses. A consumer with a smart building and a DER on his property can be classified in the context
of smart power generation and storage, too. He becomes a prosumer, simultaneously producing
and consuming electricity. The smart building enables him to e.g. load his electric vehicle with
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electricity generated from his PV-facility, so that the compoSmart Grid: more than
nents smart building and smart mobility are connected, too. A
smart metering
wireless connection in the car can announce a demand peak
in the distribution grid that requires the car to feed in electricity, in order to secure the supply of electricity within the distribution grid. In times of high supply,
the energy manager can highlight time slots during which the car can be recharged at a low price.
This again requires the introduction of new business models and tariff options on the intelligent
market places.

Source: B.A.U.M. Consult 2011.

Fig. 15

AlpEnergy meets E-Energy: conference in Kempten, May 2009

A large number of pilots all over the world are trying to shed some light on certain aspects of these Smart Grid functionalities or the options deriving from a smart energy system in general. Out
of the projects dealing with the entire range of Smart Grid options, the German lighthouse project
“E-Energy” is particularly important. The German government addresses the new challenges by
providing strong financial support to six model regions where project consortia from academia
and industry cooperate over a period of four years to develop and test new concepts for enhancing the efficiency of the (electrical) energy system by the intelligent use of market mechanisms
and of information and communication technologies (ICT). The objective of the Federal Ministry
of Economics and Technology in cooperation with the Federal Ministry of the Environment is to
develop a future highly efficient energy system which guarantees the security of power supply
and delivery, supports the efforts of environmental protection and mitigating climate change and
creates a new, highly competitive export sector for the German economy. E-Energy is meant to
be Germany’s major contribution to the vivid global development efforts for Smart Grids. The AlpEnergy project in the Allgäu region is led by the utility AÜW, which has been an associated partner of E-Energy throughout the time of the project.
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3.3

Virtual Power Plants (VPP)

According to the European vision, DERs and renewable energies will have to shoulder the better part of
electricity generation within the next decades. The
central control philosophy dominating electricity generation today is not equipped for this change. It is not
possible to individually control every single DER unit in
Europe. This is where the concept of a Virtual Power
Plant (VPP) comes into play. It denotes the technical
and commercial aggregation from DERs by means of
an ICT system. Multiple DER units based on different
technologies and resources require the development
of a new distributed and open ICT architecture that
can control many different DER units at the same
time.

“A Virtual Power Plant (VPP) aggregates
the capacity of many diverse Distributed
Energy Resources (DER). It creates a single operating profile from a composite of
parameters characterizing each DER unit
and incorporates the impact of the network
on aggregate DER output. A VPP is a flexible representation of a portfolio of DER that
can be used to make contracts in the
wholesale market or offer services to the
system operator.”
Definition from EC
funded project FENIX

Within the European research project FENIX, the so far biggest efforts to research and create
VPPs have been made. The project focused on a better integration of DERs into the energy system. One result of the project is a detailed and precise definition of the term. The FENIX-definition
goes on to describe two different occurrences of VPPs. In fact, one has to differentiate between
commercial virtual power plant (CVPP) and technical virtual power plant (TVPP). As far as the
constituting DER units are concerned, they can simultaneously be a part of both VPP-constructs.
CVPPs aggregate small generation units in order to perform market activities. They can actively
balance trade portfolios or trade their portfolio outputs on the wholesale market. They mainly
schedule and optimize DER generation. Generally, the services they perform are not limited to a
specific region, e.g. a specific distribution network, as the influence of the grid is not taken into
account in a CVPP. In fact, the role of an operator of a CVPP can be played by any actor with
access to the energy market. Such an aggregator can bundle the generation from an unlimited
number of DERs, which can be located basically anywhere, and bring it to the existing market
places.
The TVPP includes the influence of the local grid into the DER portfolio and vice versa in its calculations. In fact, the area of aggregation is limited to a certain (mostly distribution) network or a
part of it, sometimes called micro grid. Apart from aggregating the generation of DERs in order to
trade them on the wholesale market, the TVVP can also provide technical services to the distribution and transmission system operators (DSO and TSO) by balancing the system and thereby
ensuring power quality and reliability of the grid. The operator of the TVPP, therefore, does not
only schedule but can actively dispatch DERs from the grid in order to dissolve constraints on the
local networks or he bundles energy to sell it to the TSO as control energy. In fact, the actor taking the role of a TVVP operator has to have substantial knowledge and data resources on the
state of the grids. It is likely that the role will be played by the respective DSOs themselves. In
that sense, a DSO turns into the manager of an active distribution network (ADN).
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3.4

Virtual Power Systems (VPS)

The concept of a Virtual Power System (VPS) has been introduced in the framework of the AlpEnergy project. It has been developed as a means to promote sustainable energy supply in the
Alpine space and to foster transnational cooperation. Generally speaking the VPS concept closes
the gap between the overall concept of Smart Grids (see chapter 3.2) and the existing concept of
Virtual Power Plants (see chapter 3.3).
The main motivations for the development of a new concept such as VPS were:






To ensure the power balance between the generation and the load profile even in cases of
dispersed generation and renewable energy sources, which are typical characteristics of
the Alpine energy system,
to guarantee grid stability and resilience, i.e. prevent outages in the VPS, even if the grid
as a whole is down,
to reduce energy losses in the electricity grid,
to enhance the electric grid performance with regard to power quality and coordination of
relaying cases of dispersed generation.

The last point is an increasing concern expressed by the most important regulatory and normative bodies at EU level such as ERGEG, ACER or CENELEC.

Source: AlpEnergy partner AOSTA

Fig. 16 VPS with a shift&store module as means to maintain supply in case of outages
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3.4.1

Definition of Virtual Power Systems

A VPS links and balances generation and consumpA Virtual Power System (VPS) intetion of power in a defined subset of the entire (smart)
grates, manages and controls distributed
grid. The spatial extension of a VPS may vary from
energy generators and storage capacivery small settlements to entire countries. The eleties and links their technical operation to
ments forming a VPS can be concentrated in one
the demand of consumers and the enerzone or spread over a larger area, they can determine
gy market.
the whole electricity supply and consumption of an
AlpEnergy White Book on VPS
entire zone or only the electricity generation in, and
consumption of, a few facilities within an area. Power generation in a VPS is typically provided by
more than one renewable technology and by more than one power plant. All the generation resources can be summed up in a single energy production profile in the sense of a Virtual Power
Plant (VPP).
A VPS comprises a number of consumption units whose power demand is measured and can be
actively controlled and aggregated to shape a specific power consumption profile. AlpEnergy
terminology refers to this group of consumers as Virtual Load Plant (VLP). As Fig. 17 depicts, the
VPS consists of a VPP and a VLP. One VPS forms a subset of the entire power system. There
can be more VPS and there will still be uncontrolled consumers and generation units. Bulk generation as well as uncontrolled DER will exist in parallel to a set of VPS.

Source: AlpEnergy

Fig. 17 Concept of a Virtual Power System
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Electric vehicles (PHEV, PEV) will play a role in the future energy system; their batteries and
charging stations may or may not belong to a VPS. In any case they have a hybrid role: being a
power consumer, their load process can be controlled to balance availability of volatile sources,
being an energy provider, they can feed energy from their batteries into the grid when needed.
The VPS may include energy storage units for improving its performance with regard to synchronizing electricity generation and consumption. Storage units in the usual sense convert electricity
after it has been generated/transformed into another form of energy (chemical, rotational, pressure, etc.), store the energy in that other form, and reconvert it into electrical energy (for more
information see chap. 4.4). However, this form of storage is also the most expensive option and
leads to the highest energy losses. Two other forms of storage options can be identified along the
energy conversion and use chain:


Storage of energy before conversion into electricity, e.g. in the form of biomass or water in
barrages



Storage of energy service (e. g. heat generated by heat pumps, cold generated by cooling
devices, energy in PHEV batteries read to drive a vehicle) after provision by electricity.

The second case represents a very little explored option. It is very attractive because it makes
use of storage units which are inherent to the load, such as cold rooms which inherently store
cold or heat storage tanks of heat pump systems. Making use of this storage of an already provided energy service requires that the load can be controlled. The VPS will provide such mechanisms of load management. While some projects, such as the ones settled in Mantova and Aosta
experimented with storage (see chap. 4.4 and 4.5), AlpEnergy was not meant to fully exploit the
potential of batteries, biomass and other technologies.
3.4.2

Specific cases and topologies of VPS

The general definition of a VPS (given in chap. 3.4) is sufficiently
wide for covering many relevant specific cases and topologies. It
does not limit VPS to a specific size or geographical extension nor
to a special role in the entire grid. Still the VPS definition marks a
difference between specific cases of VPS and other systems:

VPS – controlled
subset of Smart Grid

Geographical extension: large or limited to a community or region.
Geographical compactness of considered area: a connected area does not have grid lines crossing a neighbouring area for connecting two points within the area; opposed to this, a disconnected area is either composed of different disconnected parts or formed such that grid lines crossing
neighbouring areas for connecting two points in the area cannot be avoided – practically this implies grid use fees to be paid to a different grid operator.
Size of generation units involved: either medium (typically a few 100 MW) or small (from a few
kW to a few 10 MW).
Size of loads which are controlled: either large (e.g. large loads in industry) or small (e.g. loads in
trade or households).
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Storage: this concerns only storage of electrical energy in the narrower sense (see above); the
most used storage technology is pumped-water storage, other technologies comprise compressed air, flywheels, batteries, super-capacitors, etc.
Electric grid involved: the distinction is between high, medium and low voltage grids; “involved”
means that a generation or load unit is connected to, or several such units are linked by, such a
type of grid.
Communication system: all electric supply systems have communication systems; the distinctive
feature is in which part of the electric grid such communication systems operate and which kind
of generators or loads are connected to it.

X
(X)

marks a feature that is normally realised
marks a feature that might be realised, but normally is not.
marks a feature of a VPS that is not realised by the respective similar system.

Fig. 18 Features of VPS in relation to other concepts

The grey part of the table in Fig. 18 designates VPS and all kinds of systems which are similar to
VPS. The general definition of a VPS has been designed such that it encompasses most defini41
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tions of similar systems and most realisations of such systems. As one can see, the general definition of a VPS given above is effectively the most comprehensive one. Of course, the exact filling of the table depends on the respective definition of a VPP, Smart Grid, Autonomous Grid or
similar system. As mentioned above, the definitions given in the actual debate are not always in
pattern to each other.
As a system that combines all the elements mentioned above, and that can cover smaller or larger areas and even include traditional generators (if operating on a distribution network) in extreme
cases, VPS includes most of the important characteristics of the Smart Grid concept. Still, VPS is
not a Smart Grid. The Smart Grid term refers to a much larger and more complex system of national or international size including industrial consumers and large power plants. A VPS is rather
a cluster inside a Smart Grid that can even be operated independently to some extent. As such, it
is an ideal candidate for a case study of a power system of the future. And this was the role in
which AlpEnergy partners tested the VPS in their very use cases and regions.
The illustration in Fig. 19 renders an impression of how the VPSs were realized in most of the
AlpEnergy regions – as a small-scale VPP and VLP connected to the distribution grid. However,
as already mentioned the concept of the VPS does not restrict itself to the distribution grid or low
voltage level or to the aggregation of generation within the realm of a particular village. In case of
a CVVP for example, generation occurring in different regions throughout a whole country can be
aggregated inside one VPS.
The implementation of a VPS has to take place on three levels:
 Technical:

physical connection and consistent control of the generation, storage and consumption equipment
 Contractual: specific system of contracts between different producers and consumers
which assure that production and consumption are in line as far as possible
 Commercial: specific accounting grid (“Bilanzkreis”) ensuring commercial balance of production and consumption even for a large number of small producers and of
consumers
Different approaches to VPS can be distinguished by the way they proceed at each of these levels, the number of producers and consumers involved, and the degree to which production and
consumption are matched. Each building block of the VPS needs its very specific model of operation and suitable hardware and software. The following chapters describe the tasks and operational solutions which have been developed and tested in the scope of the AlpEnergy project.
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Source: USI

Fig. 19 Example Virtual Power System as a part of Smart Distribution Grid
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4 MANAGING A VPS
A VPS requires both, electrical and electronic elements. Above all, a VPS has to include a robust
ICT structure that includes:








Embedded devices (AMI, IED) attached to all the VPS elements (DERs, loads and storages) that are able to measure and impose all the necessary parameters such as production, consumption, weather parameters, device status parameters, power quality parameters, etc.
Control centre(s), centralized or local depending on the system size and architecture, able
to process all the data from the field devices, apply advanced optimization algorithms to
achieve the best system efficiency and control appliances.
Communication infrastructure, able to provide secure and reliable communication between
control centre(s) and embedded devices as well as local communication between embedded devices and field devices.
Interface to the rest of the power system.

The AlpEnergy partnership under the lead of the AlaRi Institute in Lugano developed a comprehensive ICT model It is described in detail in the “Study for Researchers”, available from the AlpEnergy website.
The decrease of communication costs and the larger availability of new technologies are the main
enablers for a large number of distributed generation, storage and consumption units, and thus
the effective (and viable) implementation of VPS as defined above. In particular, they allow for the
communication within the electric grid between the primary station (high voltage/ medium voltage
interface) and dispersed entities (generators, loads, storage facilities).

4.1

Balancing Generation, Storage and Consumption

The overarching goal of a VPS is to balance demand and supply within the energy system. But
how does the actual balancing take place? There are approaches for the managing of the demand side and there are approaches on how to bundle and control numerous DERs into a Virtual
Power Plant. But how can load and generation be brought together? Most actors taking part in
the AlpEnergy programme were particularly concerned about this question and tried to find answers. The Allgäu region developed a so called VPS Management System that is fed with data
from both generation and consumption (see case study on VPS Allgäu). In fact, the VPS Management System is able to calculate signals for the consumers, which take into account the prognoses on generation from DERs in the region and to calculate schedules for the operation of the
DERs that are next to other parameters based on consumption data.
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Source: B.A.U.M. Consult based on the VPS Allgäu architecture

Fig. 20 VPS data management to balance generation and consumption

In order to create a functioning system, the customers have to be equipped with smart meters
that send data on the consumption to a so called middleware. The middleware serves to combine
the individual meter data into consumption profiles, as the VPS Management software would be
unable to cope with a large number of unprocessed data (see Fig. 20 ). The aggregated data is
then sent from the middleware to the VPS management system that, in fact, gains information on
current consumption and can detect consumption patterns that can be used for prognoses on
future consumption. In order for the process to function, it is crucial to implement interoperable
standards and equipment. Otherwise, data transmission problems or even data losses can occur
and the system cannot operate as planned.
Furthermore, the middleware receives data from prognoses tools that estimate future generation
from DERs. As these are mostly RES and therefore depend on weather conditions, the prognoses tools are fed with data not only directly from the DERs, but also from weather forecasts and
historical weather data.
All data received is processed by software working with complex algorithms and procedures. The
results are on the one hand schedules for the most efficient operation of the DERs and on the
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other hand price signals and information for the customers that actively serve to match the consumption to the initiated generation.
The variability of power output exhibited by many renewable electricity sources represents something of a challenge to maintaining secure supplies and power quality level in the integrated electricity systems of industrialized countries – especially if the contribution of renewables to national/
continental grids rises to very substantial levels. But is this a major – or even an insuperable –
challenge, or one that is readily amenable to solution? This is the key question this chapter attempts to address. It also raises a host of other important issues.


How do electricity systems currently cope with the hourly, daily and seasonal variability of
demand, and with the sudden interruptions to supply that occasionally occur, for example
due to the failure of a major conventional power plant? Are renewable sources ‘intermittent’, or is it more accurate to describe them as ‘variable’?



How should ‘backup’ be defined? Is it principally for power to provide short-term control of
grid frequency; or is it principally for energy to contribute to annual supply or long-term
supply reserve requirements? To what extent can variable renewables such as wind contribute to ‘firm power’ and be considered ‘capacity credit’; and how does such capacity
credit vary with the proportion of renewables in the system?



How much backup capacity already exists in conventional electricity systems, and how much
more will need to be added as the share of variable renewables in the energy mix increases?
How much are these backup supplies likely to cost?



Should electricity demand management play a more important role in the ‘informed’ electricity
grids of the future? And is it possible to envisage a future electricity system in which an extremely high proportion – perhaps 95 per cent – of electricity comes from renewables?

4.1.1

Variable Renewables and the Grid: An Overview

In all national electricity supply systems, the power demand varies over the course of a day; there
is a rise and fall every 24 hours, with usually a night-time minimum and a daily maximum at high
noon and in the late afternoon. In order to assess the contribution that renewable or other
sources of energy can make to electricity supply, the distinction between energy and power has
to be kept in mind clearly. Whereas the commercial operation of each generation plant is measured against total energy delivered, the central grid control has to ensure that the power generated (the rate of delivery of energy) balances the power demand at all times, otherwise the system
fails.
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Field Experience: Results of Gorenjska project

The Gorenjska project contributed to the development of
Virtual Power Systems and Smart Grids significantly. Their
major effort was to develop a new open and interoperable
standard for the communication between smart meters and
other equipment (IDIS – interoperable device interface specification) and a corresponding meter called IDIS, too.
Equipment produced under the IDIS standard supports the
following functions: basic IDIS functionality, disconnection/reconnection, load management, multi-utility metering
(source: IDIS certificate issued by IDIS Association), which
happen to be the basic functions of VPS systems.

Ensuring power supply security requires a deeper understanding of
grid related issues than those related
to energy availability. Naturally varying renewable energy sources certainly provide for secure quantities of
energy over a year, but cannot guarantee the secure delivery of power
on a daily basis. The significance of
the separation of requirements for
energy delivery and power delivery
(which seems to escape many commentators and advocates in the energy field) gives rise to separate
power supply-related questions, such
as those concerning plant capacity,
generation load factors, system capacity planning margins, probabilistic
measures of system power supply
security, and backup plant requirements.
kW versus kWh

These questions will be
further considered in this chapter
from the viewpoint of guaranteeing
grid security of power supply, and
some results of the AlpEnergy pilot
projects will be presented as potenwww.idis-association.com
tial solutions enabling the “balance”
between power and consumption.
Although difficulties and constraints are highlighted, it is taken for granted that renewable energy
makes up an important component of future energy supplies for. Problems raised, therefore,
should be seen as problems to be solved – in some cases by more research, and in others by the
development of technology and DSM solutions.
The Slovenian meter manufacturer ISKRAEMECO was part
of the consortium from the beginning and persuaded other
international meter manufacturers Landis+Gyr and Itron to
join the team and work on the development with combined
efforts. Furthermore, the project consortium founded a nonprofit organization, the “IDIS Association”, for the promotion
of the IDIS standard that is open to any new members.

4.1.2

Coping with Variability of Renewable Energy Sources

From the viewpoint of a power system operator, these are some
of the difficulties associated with renewable source variability
affecting the delivery of electrical power:
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Uncertainties in prognoses of power available at any given time, leading to scheduling difficulties, although obviously the degrees of uncertainty vary with the length of forecasting
horizon;
magnitude of fluctuations in power output - small fluctuations can be accommodated easily, while larger fluctuations require special countermeasures;
speed of fluctuations - slow changes in resource availability and, hence, power output are
usually predictable, while fast changes often remain unexpected.

Source: Sogesca

Fig. 21 Load and power profile in a monitored local context during AlpEnergy project

In addition, different performance abilities of generation units have to be considered. One example consists in power conversion limits - a generation plant can only operate efficiently within certain limits of energy availability.
The characteristics of the electrical power outputs obtained from the
respective resources vary considerably. Data obtained from AlpEnergy
pilot projects had verified the theory “on field”.

Variability of power
generation

The VPS systems are to balance consumption and generation. Fig. 21 shows both the aggregated load profile representing the whole spectrum of customer typologies1 and the power profile
representing the whole spectrum of power facilities. Considering this figure it is important to highlight that nearly 80% of the power production is still due to conventional power facilities. In fact,
the “nearly flat” power generation profile is the result of the simultaneous power production of the
following technologies:

1

In this Alpenergy Pilot Project households of different sizes have been involved
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wind power plant
natural gas CHP
biogas CHP
photovoltaics
hydro power plant.

Since in this example the conventional power technologies generation (which are hydro power
plants and natural gas CHP and Biogas CHP) run at nominal rate during the entire period of
analysis, the influence of the intermittent energy resources wind and PV are not evident. But in a
long term vision, these latter energy sources shall be increased significantly in order to reach the
European objectives for renewable energy production. Fig. 24 shows a qualitative analysis of the
balance of load and power, in case of a wider contribution of RES technologies. The load profile
is obtained from the above mentioned AlpEnergy pilot project results, while the power profile only
contains the contribution of RES generation units. The amounts of energy produced and consumed are equal. But in the case of Fig. 22 intermittent energy sources have more influence on
the generation profile. In times of high generation from PV and wind facilities, generation and load
can be balanced most of the time. However, in the early evening, when generation from wind and
PV is low, local resources cannot provide enough power.
In order to reach a perfect balance between generation and consumption, a set of control mechanisms must be implemented. The most important are:




Virtual Power Plants (e. g. controlled use of CHP, see chap. 4.2)
Demand Side Management (e. g. delaying use of energy, see chap. 4.3)
Energy Storage (in batteries or leaving biogas untouched, see chap. 4.4)

Source: Sogesca

Fig. 22

Load and Power profile simulation with large share of variable energy sources
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Field Experience: The Mantova Virtual Power Plant (VPP)

As the illustration indicates, the field test in Mantova aimed to implement a full scale VPS. However, during the project’s lifecycle, the consortium particularly focused on the improved aggregation
of RES, i.e. on a VPP. In fact, new software was developed that serves to improve the prognoses
on the weather-dependent generation from e.g. photovoltaic and control software for a bio-gas unit
was developed as well. The project consortium was able to facilitate the integration of distributed
generation by increasing its forecast reliability. One the hand, the prognoses as such became
more accurate and on the other hand, if a situation was likely to divert from a prognoses, tools to
actively adapt the generation from the biogas-unit were applied to achieve a minimum deviation.
The graphs (green graph indicates prognosis, blue graph illustrates actually metered generation)
illustrate how close the actual generation on the 21rst September was to the prognoses over the
day by outbalancing deviations of PV and wind prognosis with controlled application of biogas
plants.

The activities in the test site in Mantova will continue and the aim is to start including the consumption side as well, in order to prove the beneficial effects of the improved generation aggregation for
the whole energy system.
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4.2

Managing a Virtual Power Plant

In the VPS approach supported by the AlpEnergy project, VPP represents the most viable solution. At least in the short/medium term scenario, the management of the generation side will be
the most efficient way to balance the energy profile. There are proven technologies to aggregate
several power plants.
In the liberalized market structure, each power plant has to play on the energy pool: for a defined
time window a defined amount of energy can be offered for a defined economic value. As a result, each plant requires a scheduled generation profile, and has to
guarantee it. Typically, renewable resources need special market rules
New market rules
due to their intermittent nature. VPP approaches allow to overcome the
for new energies
renewable resources’ drawbacks, opening the way to a wider FER
market penetration which can be obtained without challenging the electric system’s security of
supply, or in other words, without requiring an increase reserve service to the traditional power
plants.
To foster use of VPP methods, new incentive structures are required to provide an economic gain
to the VPP operators corresponding to the benefit introduced in the electric system. In the Italian
framework, the VPS approach is currently unregulated by market rules, though some proposals
have been introduced. Recently, the Ministero dello Sviluppo Economico (MSE) set out a new
regulation in the framework of decree 79 (Legislative Decree 16 March 1999, n. 79, “Attuazione
della direttiva 96/92/CE recante norme comuni per il mercato interno dell'energia elettrica”), valid
for the period 2011-2013, to encourage DG to improve efficiency of the overall electric system.
An additional incentive was proposed for photovoltaic power plants of sizes ranging from 200 kW
to10 MW, which have a predictable exchange profile with the network. The incentive, equal to an
increase of 20% of the feed-in premium, applies to generators which succeed to forecast the relevant active feed-in level on the day ahead for the next day for at least 300 days a year. Starting
from this proposal, a VPS application has been designed to help meet that requirement. The prototype should be able to either predict (for a day ahead) the VPS power exchange profile with the
electric grid, or to guarantee it in real time. In order to develop an economic quantification of the
VPS practicability, the proposed increased feed-in tariff for PV plants has been evaluated, i.e.
biogas and demand side management functions have been designed to outlevel errors in PV
production forecasts.
The energy balance mechanisms of a VPP open a possible ancillary services market for DG.
Voltage regulation service, black start capability service and long term active power reserve have
not been investigated in the AlpEnergy project. As a matter of fact, these functions are quite
technical and require a significant change of the electric market structure.
On the other hand, VPP can provide a short term power modulation capaSystem services
from
renewables
bility, probably over a timeframe of some minutes, resulting to be viable as
a spinning reserve resource. Such a short term power modulation capability could be exploited within VPP in order to control the overall power exchange.
Such an approach could be effective in maximizing the market value of the energy produced.
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From the ICT point of view, there are no particular requirements. As a matter of fact, the market
pool active in Europe (and all over the world) manages power vs. time agreements with discrete
steps of 15 minutes, a constant time considered to be slow for the ICT world. Consequently, economic TLC and ICT solutions can be applied.
In the AlpEnergy project, several algorithms have been developed in order to forecast (in the day
ahead framework) the power production profile for each resource. Moreover, storage and regulation capabilities have been devoted to control the real time injections. The “foreseeable” power
profile, i.e. a power exchange profile forecasted the day ahead and respected in real time, requires metering apparatuses, control infrastructure and a coordination center in order to calculate
the VPP profile error, and consequently dispatch possible regulation resources.
Another possible VPP application invests into the power flows on the electric grid: VPP regulation
capability can be exploited in order shave load peaks. This type of approach has been investigated in the French application w.r.t the transmission electric grid and in the Aosta application w.r.t
the local distribution net. Respective peak shaving functions require infrastructure to monitor the
electric grid and a direct link between the VPP and the control center of the Electric System Operator (the local one or the national one). This function requires a more complex ICT structure
and, theoretically, strong TLC performances. But as a matter of fact, the electric grid transfer capability is limited by thermal phenomena, i.e. phenomena with an inertia. Consequently, there are
no critical speed requirements in this case. The maximum time to react can be supposed to range
from tens of seconds to a few minutes. TLC apparatuses are more complex and expensive than
in the previous case, but their utilization is less critical: several already available commercial solutions can be applied.
Actually, few renewable resources can be proactively controlled and operated: hydro resources,
biogas, biomass, heat pump. In order to effectively exploit the VPS approach, VPP has to be integrated with storage apparatuses (see chap. 4.4) and with demand side management functions
(see chap. 4.3) to reach the final goal to increase the regulation capabilities. The storage sizing is
strongly influenced by the tolerated error. This parameter has to be accurately defined. In the
above mentioned Italian proposal, predicted profiles are required one day in advance and on
hourly basis, in particular, the effective production has to match the declared profiles from 8 am to
8 pm, with an error margin equal to 10%.

4.3

Demand Side Management

Demand Side Management (DSM) denotes measures serving to modify the final energy consumption. In fact, DSM in a Virtual Power System aims at changing consumption patterns in the
Virtual Load Plant (VLP). The overarching aim of DSM-measures is to even out the residual load
curve, i. e. the power demand that cannot be provided by renewable energies. The adopted
measures can facilitate new options to control energy in order to stabilize the grid, to smooth the
daily load curves to enable a steady capacity utilization in power plants – conventional and virtual
alike -, and to reduce the peak load to lower capacity credit in general. DSM generally helps to
make electricity consumption, and therefore the whole energy system, more flexible and can
serve as a transition-tool adopting consumption to fluctuating, renewable generation in particular.
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In practice, Demand Side Management can apply several instruments that each aim at different,
discrete targets for the energy consumption – mainly reduction in energy use and shift of consumption.

Source: B.A.U.M. Consult 2011.

Fig. 23 Forms of Demand Side Management – Options for the Virtual Load Plant

Fig. 23 illustrates discrete targets and relates specific measures that can be utilized to the goals.
One target is to achieve energy saving in general. Feedback-instruments provide the customers
with information on their consumption in a particular week or month, at different days or times of
the day and can even provide real-time information on consumption. In some cases, using “submeter” data is not only available for the entire household but also for individual appliances. In
fact, the consumers are equipped with the necessary information to detect “power guzzlers” and
are thereby enabled to develop a general awareness for energy consumption that leads them to
save electricity.
Feedback instruments come in a variety of forms: They can be an
Feedback on own consumpApp for a smartphone or a tablet-PC, they can be a display, distion and availability of
tinct from other devices or incorporated into an energy manage“green” power
ment gateway. Feedback can also be provided via an internet platform, but it may also just be a detailed, monthly bill. In any case, displays, apps and internet platforms offer more information and better visualization options than bills.
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Feedback-instruments can also render information on e.g. the share of renewable energies being
produced in the region or on real-time prices for electricity. For example, when a high price for
energy is set during a time with a load peak and the customer is informed, the feedback instruments serve to incentivize load shifts on a daily basis or at critical times. Apart from feedback with
manual adaption of consumption, DSM can be implemented via automated control devices together with variable tariffs that will be explained in the business section of this guideline (see
chap. 5.2.2.)
This leads to a differentiation of central and local load management strategies:


Demand Side Management (DSM) with price signals relies on decentralised, manual or automated decisions. Central load management detects control needs, generates respective
price signals and sends them to the energy user, who then individually reacts to the incentive.
Of course, the customer can be a source of unreliability, as the incentive might not be strong
enough to lead him to adjust his energy consumption or he simply refuses to reflect his energy consumption in general.



In the case of Demand Control (DC), the decision is centralised with an operator who can
send direct control signals to a specific pool of appliances to switch them on and off. The incentive for the owner could be a fixed remuneration for the availability of his appliances for
such interventions.

For more information on incentives and markets for flexibility aggregation see chapter 5.3. But
how does DSM work technically?
The customer feeds a smart device (generally called “energy manager”, possibly being a part of a
home management system, see Fig. 6 ) with information about tolerable timeframes for the operation of certain household appliances. A freezer or a refrigerator, boilers, the washing machine,
tumble dryer, dish washer or the charging process of an electric
vehicle can easily be switched off or on for a certain time-span.
Customer keeps the
power of decision
Freezers can store the cold for hours, so that the goods kept in
them will not start to defrost. The appliances themselves do not
necessarily have to be smart. Of course, household appliances with chips that react to direct control already exist, but devices such as “smart sockets” can be attached to household appliances
and serve to switch them on or off according to direct control signals.
Fig. 24 is to explain how an ideal-type of automatic DSM could work in a private household. The
aim is to smooth the load curve by incentivizing load shifts away from the usual peaks into other
times of the day. Thereby, the load is to be kept at a constant medium level. Of course, actual
processes of automated DSM are more complex and require the inclusion of many more variables. The following description is, as already mentioned, a simplified ideal-type.
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During breakfast-time, many
appliances have to be used,
but a high price signal ensures that those appliances
that do not have to be used,
are switched off by automatic
DMS

During forenoon, when
most customers are not at
home, a low price signal
sent to the automatic DMS
system ensures that the
load is kept level, as the
DSM can start dishwasher
and washing machine and
switch on freezer and
fridge again

When the customers return
home for lunchtime, the high
price signal keeps load a t
constant level again, as the
appliances used during forenoon can be switched off
automatically, while the custimers can individually use
the appliances they need for
cooking and entertainment

Source: B.A.U.M. Consult 2011.

Fig. 24 Ideal load levelling in private households via DSM

In fact, in the morning, when most people get ready for e.g. work or school, the consumption is
very high, as appliances such as the stove, coffee machine, blow-dryer, television or computer
and many other devices have to be used. However, a high price signal can be sent to the automated Demand Side Manager in charge of controlling household appliances. This energy manager device will delay use off all appliances that do not necessarily have to run at that time. In the
morning e.g. freezer and refrigerator can be switched off. During forenoon, when the residents of
a household are mostly gone, a low-rate tariff can be sent to the smart device, so that it switches
on freezer and refrigerator again and adds other appliances like the washing machine and the
dish washer to maintain the medium load. At noon, when some children might e.g. return from
school, the load may peak again. But by then, the dish washer and washing machine programmes are ready and do not consume energy anymore and the freezer and refrigerator have
stored enough energy to be switched off again.
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In order to reflect the habits and needs of the consumer, the energy manager has to be programmed. Since this is similar to instructing a butler, some providers call this device an “energy
butler”. In fact, the residents can reprogram the device at any time and override its decisions by
manually turning on and off kitchen appliances or the television as needed.
One particular impediment to the functioning of Demand Side Management, the rebound-effect,
was examined in the Rhône-Alpes project. The rebound effect describes the consumption of electricity above/below average level
Field Experience: The Rhône-Alpes VPS
that occurs directly after the DSM
measure. The effect: If many appliThe research activities in the Rhône-Alpes with respect to the
ances delay their consumption as
consumption side focused on the evaluation of data from 100
customers already equipped with energy boxes (advanced
long as possible to solve a load or
smart meters with functions for DSM) and data from national
generation problem, all of them
DSO. Potential DSM measures have been particularly targeted
might then switch on at the same
to the electric heating systems in the households that can be
time and cause a new problem.
switched on and off for a few minutes without the customers
Peaks are not reduced in general,
even noticing. The data enabled them the project partners to
but deferred to the time after the
answer several pressing questions with regard to the effectiveDSM-measure. That, in fact, deness of DSM measures:
creases the actual benefits of the
DSM measures affecting 100 test customers in the RhôneDSM measure.
Alpes region could reduce peak demand by about 5%

It is important to note that the options of DSM and DC are not restricted to private households. Actually, commercial (e.g. electric
heating system, air conditioners,
ICT-processes), public ( e.g.
wastewater treatment plant, public
swimming pools, public lighting
systems) and industrial customers
(compressed air systems, process
heat, steel production) with energy
management systems can even
save and shift a lot more load than
household customers.

-

It appeared to be more favourable to disconnect the central heating system for a short period of time only. A restitution period of 20 minutes results in a rebound effect of
90% of the energy saved, whereas a restitution period under 10 min only results in a rebound-effect of about 35% of
the energy saved.

The absolute potential for consumption flexibility is highest for
industry appliances. However, in
industrial as well as private cases,
one has to differentiate between
the flexibility potential that can technically be accessed and the flexibility potential that can be
accessed without disturbing the customer’s business or industrial processes. A study of the German energy agency dena revealed that 15 GW of load can technically be shifted in households
and businesses until 2020, but only 2 GW stemming from mainly industrial processes can be
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shifted with the result of economic benefits. The potential could increase, if technical rules and
the regulatory framework change to facilitate Demand Side Management.
Field Experience: The Belluno VPS
The energy management software SCADA is being used to
monitor and control the public lighting system in public buildings
(school, city hall, nursing home) and in the streets of Lorenzago’s city centre. The introduction of SCADA resulted in
energy savings of 35% and significant load shifting. It also resulted in sharply decreasing maintenance costs, as the lighting
system’s operation was ameliorated.

While commercial and industrial
customers offer the biggest potentials for load shifting, public consumers are particularly important
for DSM, too. Public agents might
be willing to adopt new DSMmeasures earlier due to their pioneer and role model function for
the society. In fact, in the AlpEnergy project settled in Belluno, the
lighting systems in public buildings like schools and the street
were integrated into the VPS and
automatically controlled.
AlpEnergy’s model region in the
Allgäu focused on the demand
side management in private
homes in connection with power
generation mainly from photovoltaic and CHPs. The test used a
variety of feedback-instruments
and tariffs (for details see chap.
5.2.2 and the case study of that
region). The technical and ICT
solution is depicted in Fig. 25 :


Smart meters deliver data to
the Meter Data Middleware
(MDM) via concentrators and
over standard communication
lines.



The VPS Intervention Systems processes information
from the MDM and other
(for details see Belluno case study)
sources such as the SCADA
system, other grid management resources and prognoses for the generation. After collecting
sufficient amounts of data, it calculates and sends price and control signals via the DSM Control Unit to customers, who participated in the Virtual Load Plant.


The DSM Control Unit is connected to smart sockets. All sockets can meter the consumption
of connected household appliances and send the information to the central unit. All socket
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can display the incentive signals received (i. e. the actual price) using a traffic light system.
Some can be used to automatically switch on and off power of connected appliances.
With this equipment, the consortium was able to gather information on how customers react to
incentives meaning whether they succeed to lower energy consumption in general and to shift
peaks. During the year of the actual field, test the pilot customers shifted 2 per cent of their overall daily consumption into the low-rate price zone. The Allgäu case study contains more detailed
information on the topic.

Source: B.A.U.M. Consult 2011.

Fig. 25 Schematic overview of ICT for the VLP in the Allgäu VPS

4.4

Stationary Storage Technologies

Demand Side Management can only be one corner stone for the new energy system. It does not
suffice to study real time balancing of generation and consumption. It is important to consider the
other cornerstones of the new energy system as well – one of them being energy storage.
Storage technology will play a central part in cost-effectively integrating renewable energy into the system. As explained before,
Storages to outlevel
volatility of generation and
generation peaks from RES do not necessarily coincide with
consumption
consumption peaks. In fact, the new technologies described in
this chapter bring about a situation in which excess electricity can
be stored in times of high generation and low consumption and then be released in times of low
generation and load peaks. Currently, no clear economic parameters that could indicate mone58
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tary benefits resulting from storage facilities are available. Even though the definitive benefits
cannot be defined or estimated just yet, the necessity to research and implement storage systems all over Europe is undisputed. Moreover, apart from balancing load and avoiding load shedding, a distributed storage system can improve other important grid parameters:











Electric grid frequency
Cloud Mitigation for Solar PV
Ramp Mitigation for Wind
Stabilization of Distributed Generation (DG) Systems
Peak Power Support
Frequency Response Reserve (FRR)
Voltage Support for Rail Systems
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
Angular Instability Control
Reactive Power Support (VAR support).

In a scenario where regional or municipal utilities want to play a key role in ancillary energy services, this list of opportunities must be taken into account and adequately developed.

AlpEnergy could contribute to the debate about storage technology substantially. The Aosta consortium developed an Energy Storage System (ESS), also called Shift&Store-Box (S&S), which
enables consumers to store energy, which is then used in times of peak demand in order to decrease pressure on the grid. The ESS is interposed between
the user and the smart meter and the user appliances. It has
Shift & Store – a new element
the ability to flatten load and lighten the distribution grid in case
in the supply chain?
of overload. When consumption remains below a predetermined threshold, programmed through a relay which includes a current monitor, the user draws
electricity from the national grid. When the threshold is exceeded, the system switches to the
auxiliary system: the inverter is activated and the quantity of electricity that is required above the
threshold is drawn from batteries in the ESS. If the power consumption falls below the threshold
again, the user returns to draw power directly from the network and in parallel the batteries are
recharged. With a more distinct algorithm, the recharging of the ESS batteries takes place during
lower energy cost hours or when there is a surplus of energy produced from renewable sources
in the local network. An example is depicted in Fig. 27 .
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^
Source: B.A.U.M. Consult 2011 and Politecnico Torino

Fig. 26 Shift & Store prototype deployed at one of the 5 test customers in St. Denise (Aosta)

The Shift&Store-idea represents a result- and cost-effective approach to tackle the issue of short
term balancing the grid and levelling the load curve. The ESS can store energy for potential
blackout situations and allows for later using energy generated in distributed places at the same
place. However, it cannot solve the issue of long term storage of high amounts of energy.
Hydrogen appears to be a promising option for high amounts and long term storage requirements. While there is no wide spread hydrogen infrastructure, it can be fed into natural gas caverns or the gas grid up to an energy content of 5%. Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 28 , carbon
dioxide can be added to the hydrogen to receive methane,
i. e. artificially generated natural gas which can be fed-into the
Hydrogen and methane
for long term storage
gas grid, which has vast storage potential. The German gas grid
alone could store up to 200 TWh – way more than all hydro power stations together. The method has yet another advantage: energy can be transported over
long distances using existing infrastructure, thus reducing the need to build new power transmission lines. This so called Power2Gas-concept is one of the most promising technologies to fully
integrate renewable energies in the energy system. Although the technology sounds promising, it
must still be further developed.
It must be kept in mind that all storage technologies presented in this chapter are still in their
technological infancy. Technical problems persist to this date: First, any conversion technology
(chemical in case of batteries or hydrogen, mechanical if we consider flywheels, electric in case
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of capacitors) results in energy losses, which are quite low in case of batteries or flywheels (the
average conversion efficiency reach 80% in case of batteries) but increase sharply with other
“popular” technologies” (global conversion efficiency is nearly only 32% in case of hydrogen
chemical storage). Still they could be beneficial, since they allow to use excess energy which
otherwise could not be used at all. Detailed research on those issues was beyond the scope of
AlpEnergy. Since they are the key for the success of safe regional energy supply, they should be
addressed in further research and development projects.

Source: B.A.U.M. Consult 2011.

Fig. 27 The principle of the Aosta Shift&Store-Box

4.5

Mobile Storages

Mobile storages from the point of view of AlpEnergy are Plug-In-Hybrid-Electric-Vehicles (PHEVs)
and Electric Vehicles (EVs). This chapter focuses on the discussion of challenges and opportunities arising from their integration into the energy system.
Electric vehicles for short

Among all controllable loads, EVs and PHEVs could provide the
term buffering
most benefit to a future power grid. These vehicles, whether
powered by batteries, fuel cells, or gasoline hybrids, are equipped with energy sources and power electronics capable of producing 50 Hz AC electricity. One typical electric-drive vehicle can put
out over 10kW, i. e. the average draw of ten private homes. By adding communication infrastructure that allows the controlled flow of energy from the grid to the vehicle (G2V) and to feed back
energy from the vehicle to the grid (V2G), the vehicle becomes a flexibility provider and power
source. However, the introduction of electric vehicles is surrounded by a controversial discussion
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with regards to the feasibility of the necessary ICT-structure or their ecobalance in a situation, in
which electricity is still mainly generated by fossil fuels. Electricity needs to be primarily generated
from RES, in order to enable actual “green mobility” with electric vehicles. But could the electric
vehicles also have a positive impact on the integration of RES? The G2V and V2G scenarios led
to this hypothesis: If the charging of an EV is remotely controlled, it could be charged in times of
peak generation from e.g. distributed PV or offshore wind parks. In times of only limited generation that is exceeded by consumption or even more in cases of small unpredicted energy requests, EVs could feed back the electricity into the grid and, thereby, support the entire energy
system.

Source: Fraunhofer IWES

Fig. 28 Power2Gas concept to store excess electricity from renewable generation

In general, all approaches to smart integration of (PH)EVs that have already been discussed can
be classified as one of two types:
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Decentralized concept – in which each individual (PH)EV optimizes own charging according
to information from market
Introduction of a centralized aggregator – as an intermediate layer between the end-user and
Smart Grid that offer optimized charging services to all the (PH)EVs involved in the aggregation.

The aggregation of (PH)EV’s potentials is considered a flexible ‘buffer’ for power systems. Such
premise considers not only coordinated charging/discharging in terms of bulk energy trade but
also in terms of ancillary services (as voltage and frequency regulation, system reserves etc.).
Several power markets might be relevant for V2G. But its utilization for the mitigation of system
losses or for frequency regulation appears to be most prominent.
Currently, a lot of projects aiming at the investigation of different aspects of electric mobility that
were initiated on national or European level or by individual companies are trying to shed more
light on the subject. For an academic account of relevant projects with footnotes, see the “Study
for Researchers” on the AlpEnergy website.
Some electric mobility project approaches are holistic. Large-scale tests are connected to numerous scientific studies in different fields in order to evaluate the entire impact of electric mobility on
a country, not only its economy or grid infrastructure or the customers’ acceptance. One example
can be seen in the German government-funded project “ICT for electric mobility”. Various model
regions, amongst them the project eE-Tours executed by AlpEnergy partner AÜW, tested many
different forms of electric mobility under different circumstances and evaluated their findings. Furthermore, an accompanying research interlinked the projects and delivered further results.
The European research project G4V also followed a very holistic approach. Particular focus was
placed on the effects that are to be expected for the European grid infrastructure. Furthermore, a
roadmap for the year 2020 and beyond was to be developed that was to illustrate how an efficient
integration of electric mobility can be managed by including all respective stakeholders. The G4V
project consortium examined different technical and economic grid parameters that will be influenced by electric vehicles. Thereby, they tried to grasp potential impacts of mass-deployment of
electric vehicles. Their major findings:
 There is no necessity to construct a new electricity grid for electric vehicles, they can be
charged from the existing one, probably in locations near residential homes and offices.
 The most critical aspects of a mass introduction of electric vehicles are: potential overload situations due to increase of demand, increases in grid losses, harmonics generation, voltage
drops and unbalanced voltage and currents.
 In order to deal with the charging challenge, the consortium developed three scenarios that
could serve to control the charging and might even create benefits for the grid: Soft charging, 3
a.m. centred charging and time of use tariffs.
V2G analyses indicate the possibility to evaluate the impacts of electric mobility by forecasting
the additional power peak and estimating the other effects as a function of it. For this reason, the
study has also proposed a simplified way to forecast the additional peak demand starting from
some technical grid parameters.
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In some places, especially in Israel, Denmark and Germany, integrated systems for EV-charging
have been developed based on a combination of many approaches including battery switching:
Robots at a switching station swap the discharged battery for a fully charged one within just a few
seconds. The empty battery is left at the station to be recharged. And thus becomes a stationary
battery for some time.
Field Experience: Electric Vehicles and the Allgäu VPS
Stationary and mobile storages are vital for the future energy system. To that end, AlpEnergy partners in the Allgäu region addressed the issue of including the batteries of electric vehicles into the VPS model.
The project CO2NeuTrAlp was also funded via the Alpine Space programme and is closely related to the AlpEnergy project. CO2NeuTrAlp activities took place in the Allgäu region and were implemented by the same partners
that also collaborated on AlpEnergy, which led to balanced and complementary results of the projects.
CO2NeuTrAlp focused on the introduction of sustainable mobility concepts in the Alpine space. Particularly, electric mobility concepts were tested for their effects and the acceptance of the citizens and tourists in the Allgäu.
The overarching question was: Are electric vehicles suitable for daily use? An electric mobility concept for the city
of Sonthofen was developed that included ideas on local public transportation and intermodal traffic concepts.
The new train station is to become a hub for different types of mobility: Trains, e-car-sharing, local and regional
busses and bicycle and pedelecs (electric bicycles) rental businesses are to be connected at one point. This
would open the opportunity to use vehicles for grid balancing in a VPS while they are waiting for new trips.
Furthermore, the city of Sonthofen has started to replace their conventional car fleet by electric vehicles and to
build electric charging stations. In the future, local organizations, companies and hotels could adopt to the guiding
model of the city and be persuaded to replace their combustion engine cars by electric cars that serve to reduce
CO2-emissions and thereby support the preservation of the unique Alpine space.
It can be seen as an entry point for electric mobility that CO2NeuTrAlp deployed about 300 pedelecs in the Allgäu
region. The provision of pedelecs or E-bikes allows visitors to experience the Allgäu with a low carbon footprint. It
increases the sustainability of tourism and the new mobility option was favorably received. The overall project
helped to raise awareness for innovative electric mobility concepts.
As a result of the activities in the AlpEnergy and CO2NeuTrAlp the Allgäu developed other projects that have
been supported with national funds. eE-Tour Allgäu mainly tested the use of electric vehicles in the framework of
tourism. With funds from the German government the IRENE project tests all types of interferences between the
grid, various DER and storages an a fleet of electric cars in a small village called Wildpoldsried. This village with
some 2.500 inhabitants is best prepared since it has exactly the characteristics as to DER and EV use as all
Germany expects to have by 2020. IRENE). Meanwhile, a technology center for electric mobility has been implemented at the University of Applied Sciences in Kempten. It will further investigate the issues at hand and develop
models to integrate mobility and energy provision from renewable sources.
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5 ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF VPS
The main pillar of the European Union’s policy on renewable energy is the 20-20-20 goal with
regards to electricity supply from renewable energy, increase of efficiency and reduction of GHG
emissions. To achieve these goals, several national initiatives have been carried out in order to
promote the deployment of renewable energy sources.
In the case of Italy, the deployment of renewable energy sources has received a considerable
boost from the national legislation by means of two major incentive mechanisms:



A very profitable financial incentive system that has significantly increased the return of investments for these technologies;
a regulation system established for a wide development of RES technologies mainly with regard to residential customers, which is now being extended towards the industrial sector. By
law, all new residential buildings must provide for at least 50% of the heating of water by renewable energy sources, thus, the customers are “forced” to install generation units, mainly
cover their roofs with PV- or thermal solar plants.

Germany has very ambitious targets for the year 2020 as well. 18 % of the overall energy consumed in Germany and 25% of the electric energy consumed are to be generated via RES. Until
2030, even 30% of the energy consumption is to be supplied from RES. This is to be achieved by
a strategically planned and efficiently implemented extension of RES. The importance of generation from wind energy, particularly in offshore-wind parks will increase most significantly – the
government’s energy concept aims for a capacity of 25 GW deriving from offshore-windparks in
2030. The development path is likely to end successfully, since Germany has a long history of
incentivizing renewable energies and has served as a role model for many other countries in this
field besides other European countries like Sweden (39% energy consumption from RES) or Latvia (32% energy consumption from RES). In 2011, about 20% of electric energy was generated
from renewable energy resources in Germany. The German Institute for Economic Research
(DIW) collected data on the economic potential of the transition from an energy economy driven
by fossil fuels to an energy economy driven by RES and concluded that the restructuring of the
energy mix will boost the German economy in the long run. The German GDP in 2030 is estimated to be 3% higher with an increasing integration of RES than without it.
The examples from Germany and Italy illustrate that the market for RES represents a promising
business sector, which is growing at excellent rates even with the difficulties of domestic economies. However, the case for smart girds is discussed rather controversially. The economic feasibility of Smart Grids and specific models such as VPP and VPS (for the definitions of those models see chap. 3) remains to be demonstrated.
The AlpEnergy project aimed at re-thinking the electricity supply system, providing a new paradigm to fully exploit the potential and the characteristics of RES. To fully assess the potentials of
a significant transition of energy supply, AlpEnergy partners also assessed market opportunities,
new market roles, new services and as far as possible the costs and benefits. According to this
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purpose, surveys were conducted for an AlpEnergy Market Study, which collected assessments
of experts in the project consortia. The surveys were based on a questionnaire developed by
Fondazione Politecnico di Milano, which posed questions related to the most significant components of the VPS and related issues. The representatives of the individual projects were to rate
the importance of individual VPS components, effects and issues that could be interpreted as
either strengths, weaknesses, opportunities or threats to the VPS between 1 (not important) to 4
(very important).
The following chapters describe the key findings with respect to the economically viable implementation of VPS in the Alpine Space. They also underline the economic impacts of a concept
like VPS on the effectiveness and efficiency of the new paradigm of electrical system.
In general terms, the following business potentials are linked to VPS technology:



Reducing costs of operation, e. g. limiting need for costly extensions of the electricity grid,
dynamic tariffs or bonus systems that incentivize customers to increase the flexibility of their
energy consumption,
new market opportunities for operators of decentralized power generators and storages.



For details of potential business cases, see the study ““VPS – Feasibility of concepts and investigation of business cases“ prepared by Fondazione Politecnico Milano, available from the AlpEnergy website.

5.1

Cost Effects in Grid Operation

Reducing peak load is considered particularly important by the project consortia in Mantova, Italy,
and in the RAEE region in France. The economic quantification of the benefits coming from the
peak load reduction are quite difficult to assess
and quantification
would have been out of scope with respect to the opportunities provided
Reduction of peak
consumption
by the AlpEnergy project. But from a preliminary investigation it is
reasonable to assume that the effect can provide for consistent results, if
looked at together with the reduction of wasted and precious power supplies.
Do VPS applications serve to reduce peak demand?

Do VPS applications serve to reduce the waste of precious energy
supplies?
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As a result, the project partners all attributed significant importance to these two factors, supporting the expectations of some research institutes that estimate the potential for peak reduction in a
range from 5 up to 10%.
The exploitation of endogenous resources of a territory via RES units allows for the development
of a village power system. A village power system is able to reproduce the behaviour of a large
electricity system on a small scale. The new system whose power supplies are entirely generated
by RES could be sufficient for small supply applications, and surely
reduce energy losses, providing, at the same time, electricity, heat and
Quality and efficiency
of energy delivered
other services or energy-by-product. The quality of the energy delivered is investigated by research projects and studies unrelated to AlpEnergy. Resulting from a preliminary analysis, researchers agree that the new paradigm for
managing electricity in the grid could effectively improve the quality of the energy delivered. However, it is currently impossible to obtain sufficient information to make any conclusion without an
empirical investigation in the grid.

One of the major objectives of the AlpEnergy project was to develop a new approach to the electric network, which represents the first steps on the way towards “Smart Grids”. Nonetheless, the
road is long and new devices and software allowing for an improved management of the disparate components of the Smart Grid are required to experience
the new opportunities in practice. For this reason, the dry-tests
Development of smart-grids
and networks
performed in the AlpEnergy projects were fundamental to
prove the viability of these new opportunities. These tests included the evaluation of the performance of new smart meters and other new forms of energy
management of generators, appliances on customer sites etc..
It is possible to consider Virtual Power System components the first foundations for Smart Grid
technologies. In fact, all project consortia attributed significant importance to VPS as an option to
implement Smart Grid updates. The stakeholders in the Allgäu region, in Germany, and the
RAEE region in France put particular emphasis on this purpose of the AlpEnergy project.
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The consequences of blackouts are very expensive.
However, the idea that AlpEnergy solutions could serve to preSystem availability and
vent blackouts from happening in the future was not perceived
Security of Supply
to be of great importance by the AlpEnergy projects. This can
be explained by considering the reliance upon the existing
“real” network for the pilot application. The opportunity to test and simulate possible blackouts for
the network and compare the effects on the Virtual Power System was not used.
Security of supply can only be ensured, when the generation from renewable resources is reliable. The facilitated integration of RES and their improved reliability via VPS applications represents a widely recognized strength of the possible implementation of Virtual Power Systems. All
AlpEnergy project participants attributed significant importance to the factor. Particularly the largest pilot application, which was located in the Allgäu region in Germany, which had the greatest
variety of resources in its energy mix and users from many different customer segments, puts an
emphasis on the importance of finding solutions for the reliable integration of RES into the energy
system.
Can VPS applications help to forecast and prevent blackouts from
happening?

Can VPS applications help to increase the reliability of RES?
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5.2
5.2.1

New Services for Smart Customers
A new business scenario

Demand Side Management (DSM) enables a new wave of business models fit to include distributed energy generation. The innovative business models will not be restricted to traditional utilities, though nascent dynamic programs are highly dependent upon utility investments in smart
meters and energy management infrastructure. It is an open and highly scalable effort, as DSM is
based on software programs designed to accommodate the unique characteristics of an end user’s environment and can be deployed on-site, as well as across a utility’s entire service territory
and beyond. Since the framework of DSM rests on the shoulders of software and IT innovations,
it will be available to a variety of end users and deployed across all sectors and geographic locations.
Can VPS support the development of real‐time and time‐of‐use‐
pricing?

The customers’ is required to respond to possible changes of electricity price signals leading to
the deployment of new smart meters. This important aspect was strongly included into the research and field tests of the AlpEnergy project in the Allgäu and in the Aosta valley. The developed ideas and solutions enable the grid’s transition towards a more dynamic energy marketplace. But obviously smart meters for 60 – 100 € are not enough: they can measure and allow for
the billing of the tariffs – but all experiments have shown that we need more than the smart meter
to make people react to VPS offers. Devices such as energy managers will cause costs of about
200 € each. In order to incentivize people to buy and use them, investments in awareness and
marketing campaigns are required. But the efforts cannot stop after the smart meters and energy
managers have been purchased. In order to exploit the full potential the technologies deployed,
the customers need to be informed thoroughly and continuously about the new options deriving
from the deployed technology.
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Field Experience: The awareness campaign in the Allgäu
In order to sensitize the citizens in the Allgäu for the VPS concept and its implications and to facilitate
the customer acquisition process for the field test, the lead partner in the Allgäu project, AÜW,
launched a large-scale awareness campaign. The campaign was a success and over 250 customers
could be won for the field test activities. Prior to the pilot, the interest in and knowledge about Smart
Grids and Virtual Power Systems in the Allgäu was restricted to an expert audience. 75% of all people
polled by the AÜW declared to have no knowledge about the term Smart Grid and its implications. As
a result, the campaign was to inform and to explain the project for the regional and supra-regional
public. Activities included:
 Constant reports in the AÜW-customermagazine „AllgäuStromMagazin“
 Information events on the further
possibilities arising from the project
for reference customers (topics: tariffs
with saving zones, online customer
gateway, smart home components)
 Articles in regional newspapers and
magazine about the pending pilot field test
 Coverage on regional and Bavarian television
 Conference „Alp Energy meets E-Energy“ in May 2009 in Kempten
 Presentations during the course of fairs and series of lectures
 Coverage within the framework of VDE congresses
Amongst other measures, an interactive simulation and visualization was published on the internet
(www.alpenergy-visualisierung.de).

The visualization offers the
opportunity to the Allgäu’s
citizens and the interested
expert audience to gain an
understanding of the abstract
term Virtual Power System.
The visualization consists of
an overview function that explains the transition from the
current energy system to the
energy system of the future.
It contains an analysis-mode, which can access the actual generation and consumption data of
2009 to simulate the operation of the VPSA at a given point in time. In the future, this website will
deliver online-data to pilot and interested customers.
(for details see case study Allgäu)
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One still has to keep in mind that without the appropriate regulations that require or at least provide this option for utilities and their customers, the Virtual Power Systems development will be
severely impeded. In most countries, grid fees are regulated in a way which does not give much
leeway for innovative pricing models.
5.2.2

Innovative Tariffs for Flexible Customers

Demand Side Management can be implemented via innovative tariffs. In that case, a utility provides price signals to the customers and, thereby, targets different forms of consumption adjustment. The table in Fig. 29 compares the structures and aims of individual tariff options.

Structure

Aim

Time-ofUse Tariff

Price for electrical energy is set for individual
timespans, such as week, month etc..

Shifting of consumption/load into other
timespans in order to
•
avoid load peaks or valleys,
•
improve base load.

Demand
Charge

Electricity consumption is charged according to
amount of energy consumed at different pay
levels: The more energy is consumed, the
higher the pay level.

•

Energy savings

•

Load reduction

Dynamic
Tariff

Price of electric energy depends on external
factors (price level at energy exchange, prognoses, residual load a.o.) and is set for certain
time levels, which last for between 15 minutes
and several hours and are distributed on a
daily basis.

Timely and flexible load shifting due to specific situation and current requirements
enable the balancing of energy generation
and consumption.

Critical
Peak
Pricing

Synthesis of a TOU- and a dynamic tariff: At a
certain point in time, extreme price spreads
result from external factors.

Avoidance of load peaks and valleys at
critical points in time.

Source: B.A.U.M. Consult 2011.

Fig. 29

Innovative tariff models

Customers can of course react to the price signals on their own. They can gather the necessary
information via feedback-instruments and consume electricity accordingly. This may work in case
of a Demand Charge or a Time-of-use tariff, as individual price signals are fixed for a relatively
long time span, but in case of a Real-time-pricing tariff that reflects circumstances that change on
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a daily basis and consist over many ever changing price zones, customers may be unable to
cope. The comfort loss would be substantial, as the consumers would basically have to stay
home all day or at least be informed all day in order to make optimal use of the price zones. Furthermore, Critical-Peak-Pricing-Events may occur suddenly and require direct action that cannot
be ensured, if the consumers are not equipped with a kind of help-system.

Field Experience: Feedback-Systems in Aosta
During the Aosta field test, advanced energy consumption control units, called data loggers, were
deployed in selected citizens’ homes and public building, utilities and RES plants. The data collected
by the data loggers is precise up to 1 second and, in fact, allows for a more accurate monitoring of
energy consumption and production than average smart meters. Each module is equipped with SIM
data that allows it to use the GSM/GPRS net for transmitting data and SMS. The data, sent over the
mobile network, is routed by the telephone operator on the internet with TCP/IP protocol to reach
the central server installed in the Verrès campus of the Polytechnic of Turin, where the data is made
available for the relatively real-time elaborations. This system allowed for the implementation of a
new feedback-mechanism - the setting of alert thresholds. A system at the Polytechnic calculates, if
the energy consumed exceeds a value attributed to
certain time slot.
If so, it informs the customers about momentary or prolonged overconsumption by means of an “alert-sms” that is sent to the respective customer. When comparing the overall data from 2010 (without
feedback) to the consumption in 2011 (with feedback), a significant
load shifting potential of 10% can be observed in the test customers.
In addition to the threshold-alert, an internet platform was implemented (www.polito.it/alpenergy) and permanently offers its services
to the customers. In a protected personal area, the customers can
check their consumption profiles. After the first period of the field
tests that served to establish a data base for energy consumption
behavior without the tested VPS applications, the feedback mechanisms were initiated in January 2011. First results of the field test
proved that the feedback instruments triggered a learning process.
The customers became considerably more sensitized for their own
consumption during the first months of 2011 and over the months,
the need to send “alert-sms”, when consumption thresholds were
passed decreased steadily.

Complex tariffs can be used if consumers’ household appliances or devices in a modern factory
can be automatically controlled. Devices such as home or factory managers equipped with the
data on consumption, generation and prices can facilitate the adaption of energy consumption to
available energy markedly. Home managers are not an innovative product. They have been controlling shutters going up and down or switching lights on and off at the front automatically according to the wishes of house-owners for years. But with new information about prices for electricity, consumption and generation, they can also control other household appliances such as
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washing machines, dishwashers, freezers etc. Some experts would like to combine the function
of the smart meter and an energy manager into an overarching home manager (see Fig. 6 ).
Equipped with such intelligent devices, smart homes and smart factories can benefit from variable tariffs while helping to better manage the power supply system.
Field Experience: The Allgäu VPS
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The field test in the AlpEnergy model region in the Allgäu used a variety of feedback-instruments
as well as a Time-of-Use-tariff (TOU) consisting of a low rate and a high rate. In the “saving zone”,
the price for electricity decreased by 5 cents to stimulate higher consumption. The rationale: Increase power consumption in times when the grid is heavily loaded with power from PV stations.
The DSM impact of the TOU-tariff became clearly visible, as the customers shifted 2 % of their
overall daily consumption into the low-rate price zone. Another dynamic real-time-pricing tariff resulted in a 1% load shift. This incentive was supported by an energy management system that
enabled direct control of home appliances via “smart sockets”. Furthermore, all customers, whether
they tested a TOU-tariff, the dynamic tariff or just innovative feedback mechanisms, saved energy.
When compared to 2010, all households decreased their electricity consumption by 2-3% in 2011.
As the pilot project has unveiled, the regulatory framework to implement dynamic tariffs is suboptimal. This led the AÜW to implement a bonus mechanism as a parallel system to the existing billing
means. In fact, the consortium was able to gather information on how customers react to new incentives and found that a load shifting and a load reduction potential exist. The Allgäu case study
(available from www.AlpEnergy.net) contains more detailed information on the topic.
Source: AÜW

Fig. 30 Field Experience with Time of Use and dynamic tariffs in the Allgäu VPS

5.3
5.3.1

New Markets and Market Activities
Aggregators

If Demand Side and Supply Side Management can create sufficient benefits and economic incentives, the number of market actors in this field will increase substantially. However, the private
customers are not likely to trade their consumption flexibility or the energy produced in their pri73
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vate generation unit on the new marketplaces by themselves. Instead, a new market function with
the task to aggregate and optimise the system is likely to develop. This function can be attributed
to many different actors – some of them already present in the
current energy economy such as municipal utilities or grid opFlexibility Management as a
erators, some to enter the market in the near future.
business case
The new function has already received a variety of names: Aggregator, demand side manager, pool manager and most recently flexibility operator. They close
contracts with a (large) number of private households, who either offer their consumption flexibility or the generation from their PV-unit or micro-CHP etc. They bundle the amounts of energy and
flexibility and offer them as a product to grid operators, retailers or at the European Energy Exchange. The activities are enabled via ICT-platforms in a way that required data and services are
allocated in a secure and market-role-conform manner.
5.3.2

GHG emissions

The possible introduction of regulations for greenhouse gases emissions seems to represent a
valuable opportunity that can boost the adoption of Virtual Power Systems based on RES and
was recognized by all the partners involved in the survey.
Indeed, in countries like Italy with a heavy reliance on fossil fuels, possible further regulation on
carbon sequestration and storage (CCS) and the market of the so-called “black certificates” (in a
“cap and trade” system) might have a relevant impact on shifting towards a cleaner production
offered by RES.

Moreover, thanks to the possibility of combining several generators and users respectively in a
unique generation and load energy profile within a VPS, it is possible to put together different
customers, thus opening the market to small industrial applications that could really benefit from
working with no GHG emissions, in terms of the widely known concept that could be exploited in
the so-called “green marketing”.
Nonetheless, it is clear that the full exploitation of the potential provided by VPS in terms of reduction of GHG emissions heavily relies on the development of appropriate means, like the
aforementioned “black certificates”. These are able to sensitize sectors, e.g. industry, that, have
usually overlooked RES because of their long payback times.
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5.3.3

Business with managing a VPS

With its electric and electronic devices, a VPS requires specific skills for a successful operation.
In rare cases, private owners of VPS elements will maintain their devices on their own, thus creating their own value added. Iin most cases, maintenance of the system as a whole including
software and network management will be executed by service providers that specialize in the
management of Virtual Power Plants and Virtual Load Plants. It is reasonable to assume that
they will use databases to manage production and consumption data and generate price and
control signals for their customers. They will use specific test equipment for local and remote
analyses. As a consequence, such services will represent new business opportunities that will
create new income for crafts as well as educated system specialists.
Managing a VPS is a special case of managing a Smart Grid. It calls for the establishment and
management of a complex ICT infrastructure. Whether or not such an infrastructure will be provided and who will operate it is under discussion in Europe and many member states. But the
general opinion is that there should be one underlying ICT inNew business case:
frastructure (see Fig. 14 ) and that it has to be operated in a
managing a VPS
safe way by a trusted entity. Candidates for the task could be
seen in the grid operators who already have similar tasks with
managing the electric part of the distribution grid. The operators of that infrastructure will have to
be refunded for their services either through grid fees or other market means in forms of special
incentives, the so-called delta VPS which have been partially explored within the AlpEnergy project.
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6 BENEFITS AND RISKS FOR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Several factors motivate the investigation of Smart Grid technologies on a macro level and Virtual
Power Systems on a regional level:






Need to ensure power balance between the generation and the load profile even in presence of embedded distributed generation, including fluctuating renewable energy sources
and mobilising the potential electricity savings,
need for reduction of energy losses in the electricity grid,
need to enhance the electricity grid’s capacity with regard to power quality and coordination in presence of dispersed generation,
need to increase transparency of energy consumption for final consumers in order raise
awareness for consumptions patterns and sensitize consumers for saving potentials and
the results of an increasing share of RES in the energy mix on the reliability of power supply.

In general terms, the technology to establish VPSs and other smart energy supply systems is
available. However, technology is not the only factor influencing a successful implementation.
Society’s awareness and acceptance and decisions to deploy the technology are required as
well. It appears that the VPS could present a bundle of opportunities to national and regional
governmental bodies. The establishment of VPS systems could result in palpable political benefits for politicians and stakeholders that are willing to promote and support it. In fact, political support offered for the introduction and development of new technologies and systems is decisive for
their integration into the daily life in a metropolitan or rural region. Politicians approve priorities,
development strategies, structure of budgets and subsidies and other types of support that are
available for the development and implementation activities on a regional base.
AlpEnergy was executed within the framework of the EC Territorial Agenda 2020 and supported
by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). This regional focus in funding leads to the
importance of the benefits of VPS solution in terms of




regional economies,
environmental effects and
social cohesion.

This approach follows the triple bottom line of sustainable development. Increasing or at least
stable quality of life is linked to economic welfare, strong social cohesion and a clean environment as well as diverse nature. The future energy supply has to provide for less pollution, lower
and less costly energy consumption and supply, new jobs, new businesses, new innovative companies, new products and services and, finally, an efficient regional economy that continuously
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takes the environment into account. In fact, these are topics, politicians are always concerned
with. However, they cannot only take a regional perspective;
Future energy supply: key for
the implementation of EU directives has political priority, too.
the triple bottom line of
To that end, VPS means are a key contribution to Europe’s
sustainability
model of a liberalized energy market.
While the full quantitative assessment of benefits has neither
been possible nor been in the scope of AlpEnergy, the following chapters contain qualitative assessments serving as orientation for decision making in the further steps towards a “smart energy
system”.

6.1

Environmental Effects

VPS-related innovations have a positive effect on the environment, as they allow for and foster an
efficient generation of electric energy from renewable energy sources. In that respect the environmental and climate protection arguments for a VPS are:


As has been proven in the Allgäu pilot and studies in Slovenia, consumers involved in a
VPS have a tendency to reconsider their power consumption at large and reduce it by 1 –
5 per cent. As long as the majority of power sources is fossil, this is a remarkable relief for
the atmosphere.



VPS allow for a reduction of load peaks, which in turn reduces the use of the most inefficient and climate damaging generation plants to provide for residual generation.



The same is true for the provision of balancing power. In many cases in rural areas and
scattered habitats, old diesel driven generators have to provide this grid service. VPS can
reduce the need for balancing power. – This does not only protect the environment, but
comes with monetary benefits as well (see chap. 6.2.1).

Since integration of renewable energy plants will be much easier with ICT based VPS, those are
key enablers towards a “solar age” without nuclear threats and exploitation of nearly inaccessible
deposits of fossil energy carriers. VPS technologies and Smart Grid technologies in large can
help preventing the earth from dramatic damages, which can arise from production, transport and
use of primary energy resources.

6.2

Economic Effects

The introduction of VPS will affect the economic situation of target groups such as municipalitied,
enterprises and households in their roles as energy consumers and – as time will show - producers of energy and related services (e. g. flexibility in power use). It will also influence the business
scenarios of energy producers and grid operators as well as providers of technology for power
generation and grid operation.
The following chapters give an overview of economic benefits - per beneficiary group - that can
arise from the intelligent use of a VPS.
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6.2.1

Benefits for power utilities and grid operators

Information and communication technology plays a key role in enabling efficiency of power supply. Utilities and grid operators can only optimally manage what they can measure and forecast.
ICT provides solutions that enable utilities and grid operators to monitor energy generation and
consumption in real time and develop accurate prognoses for the coming hours and days. These
improved prognosis- and monitoring-systems optimize the processes within the utility and grid
operation companies and support the energy system as a whole.
For the day to day operation of the energy system, VPS technology offers cost reduction opportunities such as


automated control of network equipment including network analysis and resource management,

Cost reduction in
day-to-day business



reduction of load peaks which allows for the adapted
use of the most cost efficient generation plants,



improved consumption and generation prognoses which reduce costs for the procurement
of expensive balancing energy,



using VPS ICT modules for automated consumption measurement (advance metering interfaces – AMI) including detection, allocation and reduction of technical and nontechnical losses.

Using VPS technology, utilities can improve their new business situation by


revenues resulting from the management of VPS,



using the measurement and network infrastructure to provide services for other supply areas, e.g. gas grid, heating systems or water supply,



stabilizing the customer base by offering attractive tariffs and new services such as efficiency counselling,



making use of the opportunity to take a lead position not
only towards the customer base, but also towards other
utilities and sell know how to them.

New business
opportunities for utilities

The energy sector at large can benefit from the broad use of VPS through


fast detection of outages, encapsulation of fault situations and quick fault recovery,



improved network planning including less transfer losses and reduced need of grid reinforcement,

 technology rendering their systems fit to continuously incorporate dispersed generators
without costly ad hoc investments.
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6.2.2

Benefits for private and business customers

Private and entrepreneurial power consumers will benefit


directly, if they are awarded for reduced consumption or their flexibility by means of innovative tariff schemes and



indirectly by reduced overall costs of the power supply system.

The following developments can be considered major benefits for private and business customers:
 Free choice of supplier, option to switch suppliers quickly based on transparent information


Introduction of dynamic tariffs and possibility to save money by adopting the own consumption according to the demands of the tariff.



Effective feedback services and programs serve to
visualize new tariffs and raise awareness for energy
consumption, thereby leading to a reduction of costs
for electric energy consumption resulting in monetary savings.



Frequent combined, transparent and intelligible bills
for consumption of electricity, gas, heat and water
serve as an especially effective feedback-instrument
and inform the customers about their energy consumption patterns, thereby, offering an opportunity
to control the energy consumption.



Improved options to optimize the own energy consumption with supporting home automation applications as well as professional support from the VPS
operator to manage the modules and appliances in
smart homes and smart factories.



Aggregation of distributed generation units in
households, companies, public buildings etc. resulting in increasing profits.



Incentives supporting the introduction of renewable
energy sources for households interested in a private RES unit facilitate investments and offer e.g.
guaranteed returns of the investment.



Feasibility of pre-payment system.
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Macro-economic benefits
Studies in Slovenia demonstrated that
the investment for automatic metering
and VPS technologies are economically viable on a national level. These
studies prove that a political promotion of VPS and support for its implementation are highly advisable and
recommended for Slovenia.
According to those studies the investment costs should be divided
between distribution companies and
public sector, which means that it
would not be required to raise network charges. An entirely privately
financed implementation of VPS systems will require more time. This is
not acceptable, since the problems
and issues that led to the formulation
of the VPS concept are pressing.
Finally, a prolonged implementation
process could cause a decrease in
benefits. This is why direct subsidies
should be considered enablers of a
quicker implementation.
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6.2.3

Benefits for producers of power

As described in chap. 3.4.1 , a VPS is a superset of the VPP (virtual power plan) model. It helps
small power generator to join their technical and business forces to gain market benefits. In addition, VPS allow consumers to become producers of power and / or
VPS – a friend of energy
flexible consumption. Sometimes the term “prosumer” is used to
generators
describe this new market function of the former “consumer only”.
Economic benefits when using a VPS model arise from:


Aggregating generation plants to achieve a big enough band which allows to offer the generation on the power markets - even in the absence or as an alternative solution to guaranteed
feed-in tariffs



Information for flexible, timely management of resources, e. g. generation of power from biogas at peak consumption times to achieve maximum earnings per kWh



Participation in the energy market with distributed generation units in scattered habitats with
limited bandwidth of the grid



Guaranteed return of investment, e. g. by joining a commercial VPS with long term contractual situations for regional suppliers and consumers.
Decrease in daily/monthly/yearly energy consumption peaks by means of dynamic tariffs –
lower costs for production units due to decrease in load peaks




More precise consumption and generation prognoses/ improved other forecasting services/other data



Possibility of more optimised adoption of the production and transport of electric energy and
savings related to lower consumption of fuels and other energy sources



Less transfer losses in the (distribution) grid due to decreased need for electric energy
transport

6.3

Benefits for municipalities and regions

Regions and towns are complex societal and economic entities and
the benefits described in chap. 6.1 and 6.2 have a positive impact
on them as well. Moreover, the following factors offer advantages
to the entire regions:

Regional benefits in in
economic, ecological and
societal terms



Cost efficient and safe regional energy supply systems as a location factor, i. e. base for high
quality of life and stable regional business climate.



Longer chain of value added in the region by exploiting regional energy sources.



Making best use of existing power infrastructure, especially the grid, to protect investments of
the past and to reduce investments in new infrastructure.



Local investments in innovative technology and business fields such as renewable energies,
green technologies as well as eco-friendly and energy efficient systems.
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Creation of local jobs and companies related to the development of new technologies, products and services with regard to VPS systems and smart energy at large.



Local production and consumption of “green energy” via VPS resulting in lower CO2 emissions and, therefore, increased protection of scattered habitats, healthy living ambient and
less polluted Alpine space.

Last, but not least establishing VPS technology is a local contribution to the accomplishment of
the European 20-20-20 targets as a prerequisite to build a strong Europe – all regions and municipalities can benefit from the introduction of VPS in economic, ecological and societal terms.
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7 ROADMAP TO A VPS
AlpEnergy proved that the Virtual Power System concept can contribute to a secure and costeffective energy supply system by being a part of it. Decentralized generation units can be combined into Virtual Power Plants and, therefore, become increasingly easily integrated into the
supply system. Methods of Demand Side Management making up the Virtual Load Plant serve to
at least partly adopt the consumption to the fluctuating generation of electricity from renewable
resources.
Many technologies enabling the realization of a VPS are currently under development. AlpEnergy
as well as other projects (e.g. the German lighthouse project E-Energy) demonstrated that today’s technologies already suffice to construct a VPS. While most innovative products are not
ready for large-scale rollouts, some products can already be deployed to gather first experiences
with controlled generation and adopted consumption.
For suggestions to follow the AlpEnergy pioneers refer to the next page.
For more details and especially to follow up the development in the pilot regions refer to
www.AlpEnergy.net.
Also watch out and learn about other energy related projects in the framework of the Alpine
Space program by checking the website http://www.alpine-space.eu/projects/projects/.

Source: B.A.U.M. (picture taken from meeting room in Lugano)

Fig. 31 Motto of AlpEnergy project team
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The results of the AlpEnergy pilots led (for further information see the case studies published in a
separate document on the AlpEnergy website) to the formulation of the following suggestions for
measures on a municipal or regional level:

1. Visit the AlpEnergy website www.AlpEnergy.net. You will find detailed documents and
background information as well as an impressive animation explaining the VPS Allgäu.
You will also receive contact details for onsite-visits or project partners.
2. Establish an exchange-platform for the regional energy economy and your local partners:
Invite producers, grid operators, retailers, private and commercial consumers as well as
local decision-makers to series of talks and lectures.
3. Check your options and the framework conditions rendered by national or state law and
the regulation for the electricity supply system for the establishment of a VPS. Seek exchange with representatives of regulatory bodies.
4. Build a geo-information-system in order to keep in check generation, storage, distribution
and consumption of energy.
5. Develop a masterplan for the energy supply- and consumption-system of your city or region for the next 10 to 20 years. Examples can be found in the masterplans of the AlpEnergy model regions (available from the AlpEnergy website). Seek help and guidance from
experienced research institutes and specialized consulting firms.
6. Implement first concrete pilot projects aiming particularly at public institutions in your region or municipality. Office buildings, schools and public lighting system offer the opportunity to gain first experiences with adopted consumption.
7. Consult businesses regarding their Demand Side Management options: Businesses can
profit from substantial economic benefits by intelligently managing their facilities and applications or the development of an entire VPS for their business including own generation
units.
8. Implement model project including private, residential customers. Ensure that the customers receive additional control systems (“energy managers”) and attractive incentives (e.g.
dynamic tariffs, bonus systems) and not only smart meters.
9. Research opportunities to integrate stationary and mobile storage, e.g. batteries of electric
vehicles, into the system. Support the introduction of electric vehicles. E-Bikes appear to
be a good starting point. For further information see the project CO2NeuTrAlp to arrive at a
state of sustainable mobility with controlled use of energy (www.CO2NeuTrAlp.net).
10. Promote your ideas and publicize your success! Take part in conferences and make results of projects and research available for public audiences on your website.
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